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ABSTRACT
MLAYER. a computer program. was developed by the Naval Ocean Systems
Center (NOSC) for calculating the signal levels of electromagnetic waves propagating in
a multilayer tropospheric waveguide environment over seawater. The program is an ex-
tension of the XWVG which is a trilincar ducting program. Modifications of the XWVG
were carried out to handle multilayer tropospheric ducts.
A number of modifications and improvements on the program made over the past
several years were not documented. A detailed documentation of MLAYER was also
not available. The objective of this study is to develop a technical documentation for
MLAYER using the program as baseline. The study aims to put together the theoretical
formulations (specific to MLAYER.) into a complete self-contained document. This is
to facilitate potential users with better appreciation of the capabilities, limitations, ap-
proximations and assumptions used in the mathematical modelling techniques. As far
aq possible, the same terminologies and functional variables used by Baumgartner (;n the
XWVG development) and by Pappert (in the MLAYER development) art adopted to
enable one to relate this document to the program. Step-by-step derivation of certain
equations was carried out and checked for compatibility with tLe algorithm in the pro-
gram. An in-depth scrutiny of each program element was also conducted and a de-
scription for each is provided. As a result of a detailed analysis of the respective
algorithm in the program, the documentation for the evaluation of the modal function
was eventually prepared. Additional materials were gathered from technical reports and
papers to supplement the development of this document.
The MLAYER supporting programs (Microsoft program maintenance utility
"Thiakefiles") were modified to enable the program to run on Microsoft FORTRAN ver-
sion 5.0. MLAYER was tested and ran successfully on Microsoft FORTRAN version
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I. INTRODUCTION
Propagation of radio waves through the troposphere is strongly affected by the
complex nature of this propagation medium. The effects on radio wave propagation are
due to chan2es in the refractive index with height, absorption by the atmosphere and its
constituent gases, attenuation and scattering due to climatic conditions.
Although weather conditions could result in attenuation of radio wave transmnission
through the absorption of energe- by gases, water vapour or scattering by rain, certain
meteorological conditions can lead to an enhancement of signal strength. This peculiar
phenomenon known as ducting is due to the inversions of the refractive index profile.
Propagation in a tropospheric duct can result in an unusual increase in range.
To predict the anomalous propagation effects, knowledge of the characteristics of
the refractive index and its effects on propagated fields is required. In the mathematical
formulation of the model, the concept of modified index of refraction is used to describe
wave propagation over a flat earth.
In a uniform atmosphere with constant index of refraction, electromagnetic waves
travel in straight lines over the curved surface of the earth. This situation is unaltered if
the earth is considered as flat and the rays curved, provided the relative curvature be-
tween the earth and the rays is preserved. To account for the upward bending of rays
over the flat earth, the constant index of refraction is transformed to a modified index
which increases with height and is given by
me(Z) = n + "- ,( )
where n is the index of refraction, z is the height above the surface of the earth and a is
the radius of the earth. Equation 1 is still valid in a stratified atmosphere where the index
of refraction is a function of height. In this case, n is replaced by n(z) in Equation 1.
The modified index concept allows one to transform a spherically stratified refrac-
tive structure into a planar layer by preserving the relative curvature between the nornal
of the radio-wavefront and the earth's surface. Thcerfore wave propagation over a
spherical earth can be reduced to that over a flat earth if the index of refraction is re-
placed by the modified index of refraction. For za .1 1, the angle of inclination ol'a ray
at anly point in space and the distance (optical length) along the ray path will remain
invariant in the transformation.
The flat-earth approximation is adopted in MLAYER [Ref. I and 2]. This ap-
proximation considerably simplifies the mathematical solution of the problem. The ac-
curacy of the flat-earth approximation was investigated by Pekeris [Ref. 3]. It was found
that for a standard atmosphere, the fractional error in the height gain function is ap-
proximatcly
27r"6 z./2e =- -5 , .a~ (2)
53/
Equation 2 shows that the flat-earth approximation will break down at high frequency
and at great height above the earth's surflace. For example, a 10 GlIz signal at a height
of 2000 m will give a fractional error of approximately 1 11%. The work of Pekeris also
indicates that the flat-earth approximation is valid to within two percent for ranges up
to about one-half of the radius of the earth [Ref 3].
As typical values of m(z) differ from unit-, by about 300 parts per million, it is
sometimes more convenient to introduce the modified refractivity to describe the phe-
nomena involved in the formation of tropospheric ducts. The modified refractivity is
*• defined as
3(z) = Er[1(:) - 1] x 10 . (3)
In this program, the modified refractivity profile of the troposphere is modelled as a se-
ries of continous piecewise linear segments (see Figure 1).
"The linear approximation simplifies mathematical manipulations to a large extent.
In general, any complicated profile can be approximated by several linear segments and
the accuracy of the modelling can be improved by increasing the number of linear seg-
ments and reducing the thickness of each layer.
If 1, (z) is the value of the modified refractivity in the iP1 layer, then for a linear
modified refractivity profile,
A4(:) M(z1) + 1 (z
21 _< z < -i+ I
From Equation 3, the square of the modified index of'rc'rraction is
zZI
Layer I-I








Figure 1. Multiple pleceivlse linear modified refractivity profile
3
'nj (:) 1 + 2 x lO- A. (z) - l , (5)
where ;1, is introduced to account for attenuation of the signal due to the absorption by
atmospheric gases. The derivative of in? (z) is given by
2 {(z) 2 x 10-6 ddil(l)
-/Z? 
- z J ,z (6)
Equations 4. 5 and 6 will be used in the mathematical model to represent the character-
istics of the propagation medium.
MLAYER also incorporates in the solution of the modal function, the efTects of
surface roughness, atmospheric absorption and the variation of the complex index of
refraction of seawater as a function of temperature. salinity and frequency.
The program uses the Shellman-Morfitt complex root.finding routine to locate the
modes that propagate in the tropospheric ducts. This routine attempts to find all way-
eguide modes with attenuation rates below a usci-specified value.
Overflow problems conmnonly encountered in the evaluation of the modal function
are avoided by performing numerical computations with extended complex arithmetic.
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II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE MODEL
A. HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED WAVE PROPAGATION
In formulating the problem, the flat-earth approximation with modified index of
refraction is adopted. The cylindrical coordinate system, (r, 0, z), is used. The vertical
height. z, is measured from the surface of the flat-earth.
A horizontally polarized source may be approximated as a radiating magnetic di-
pole oriented in the z direction and located at r= 0 and z = z.. The magnetic Hecrtz
vector associated with the dipole is given by
El (r, z) = nl (r, z) , (7)
where Hl (r, z) satisfic3 iLle following equation:
V2 H (r, z) + k2Pn'(z) Fl(r, z) = -41r {t(x) 6(y) 6(z - z7 .) , (8)
where k is the wave number in free space, 6(.) is the Dirac delta function and Z is the
location of the source. The right hand side of Equation 8 corresponds to a point source
of strength - 4,' located at r= 0 and z = zj. The time dependence e.", is assumed
throughout this thesis.
The electric and magnetic field can be expressed in terms of the Hertz vector as
E= -jopoV x 17 (9)
and
where po is the free spice permeability. Solution to Equation 8 can be represented as a
contour integral:
n (r, z) = (2 
II
where fJJt (rp) is tile zeroth-order I tankel function of the second kind and fip. z) is the
height gain function. I1he contour of integration, C, as shown in Figure 2 can be de-
fbrmed into C, and C2 , also shown in Figure 2.
Im(p)
Ira~oI
S (7C TYPICAL POLE OF fJl,, z) /
BRANCH CUT /
OFH(2) BRANCH POINT
O0 \L C2 1
,,, /
• / BRANCH CUT
\ /
• c,
Figure 2. Contour of integration of Equation I I [After Ref. 11
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The height gain function in the P" tropospheric layer, denoted asf(p, z), satisfies tile
following differential equation:
" +~2  dm[2 ,(W) f-, z) = -27r6(z - zT) (12)
In the ground, the height gain function, J(p, z), is given by the solution or the fol-
lowing equation:
+2 _L_ f(p, ) = 0 (13)
where n, is the complex index of refraction of the ground and is related to the relative




The height gain function, f.(p, z), must represcnt an outgoing exponentially decaying
wave as z - i.e.,
fe (p,z) = A ,e", (15)
where
k = -,/lg- l (16)
and
p= (17)k
For the wave to attenuate into the ground, the branch of the square root in Equation
16 should be chosen such that
Jm(y) < 0 . (IS)
If the ground is not dissipative, the branch point and the integration contour satisfying
Equation IS is shown in Figure 3.
7
Continuity of the tangential components of E-and at each layer boundary re-
quires that
0 (pO) =f(p,O) , (19)
4-(p, 0)){ (P, 0)) , (20)
f!/ (P, zil 0 f1+ I (P, zj+j) ;i= 1to I- 1 (21)
and
-T M!f(p,z+ ) =) -- (Lf+1 (p,Z-+,) ; i= ito I-1 (2.)
Define
= .. ]!3[i 2 z, +1 (Z -Z,) - l](23)
and with a change of variable, the solution to Equation 12 can be expressed as a linear
combination of k,(q,) and k,(q,), satisfying
[q• + q] kn(q,) = 0 ; n=l, 2 . (24)
This is Stokes' differential equation. For i # I
f (p, z) = B, (p) [A, (1)k1 (q) + k2 (q,)] (25)
where k, (q,) and A2 (q4) are proportional to the Airy functions
ký(q,) ~Ai( -qien':13) (26)
and
k2(q,) u li( - q) . (27)
Note that the A, 's and B/'s arc diflercnt from those in Reference 2 where the height gain




I 2--/2j =2 1 2
Figure 3. Branch of ,'n, - l'
lhe constants of proportionality of FEquations 26 and 27 are of no consequence as
they all ct only B,(p) and A,(p) of Equation 25 but not ,(p, z). '[he height gain funtcions,
f(I, z), uscd in the computations of the mode sum and path loss are normalizcd as in
Equation 77. 1 he solution of Stokes' equation is discussed i Chapter IV.
For the highest layer, i= 1, the height gain function is given by
j (1, z) B, (p) 12 (q,) , (28)
ihere h (q,) is the modified i lankel function of older one-third and is proprotional to
the Airy function as
""(-(lie (29)
As in Equia ti ons 2(, and 27. tile constant of' proportionality of'Equation 29 is J,,so omit-
ted in the program.
E~luation 25 represents the solution of"('(/. z) for every laycr except the one in which
the source i locatcd. In the laver where the source is located, the heifht vain function
is civen by
. (p. :) = B1 (pJ [.,t• (p) k, (q:l + k, (qj] + f")(p. q) (1o)
where f"(p, q ) is the particular solution of the inhomogenous Equation 12. 1 herefore
the complete solutions off (p. :) are given by
t(i,.-:1 = B,(p, [Al. (pk 1 (qh) + k, (,]+ 4-f )(pq) ; i= Io I - l (31)
J ('. G) B. (p)h2 (q,) +f'p. q,) ' i = l , (32)
where
It is assumed that the source is located in the .11:;: layer.
Continuity off!-p,-/) and --- f(p. z) at the ground level requires that
Ag = BI[LAlk 1 (ql.) + A:q 1,)] + f()(p,, q71 ) , (34)
and
BI[A[.lk' (q1 l,) + V 2 (ql.9] [ ] + ":- [f"(,P, q71 )] . (35)
From Equations 34 and 35,
Y I .k1I (q', 1) -j,' I(ql. )i B 11, + I ) V 2(q1 , 1) -J",'k:(q)l}B1
(36)
=j~f(S)(p, q11) ~5i - L.- [f(S)(p. q1.1 )] 61•
Similiarly. at laxer boundaries. i = I to 1-2,
I0
B: [A:i~.~- k1(q.. 4..11.+ k:Uj(qj 1)];S
+ k 1 q±ý )B~ *I+I - Rqo+ +)] 1+ (39if
I roin Equation 37.
k' I(q i~+, A '.113 + A 1 + kj2(13




I-_ I.~ l lI W l_ I kJ)T~) + f" ( 7,. , J)_"i) 1-_1. if
(,41)
=BI h2 (qh) +J (p. qZ.'0)1.i1
and
_ [.-_ Ak',(q 1_,) + k' 2(,h_ ,)]( A ) 23
+ - [f(S)(p, q -I ,j)]5 1 , (42)(:
BI h'2(qf() 2 ! • of.f(s)( q , .) !
From Equation 41.
k _(q/_j'j) R-1 1.-I 1 + k:(ql-. ) B1 _- - h2(q11 )BI (43)
From Equation 42.
k ' ( q -I )- ,- . _ I B I_ 1 .' /1 + k ' ,(q l -_ .,) 2 1 - O-cz/_ B 31_
'I--, BI (44-)
- h'.4qlf 71 )( ± 1B (44)
- [f-(•(p, q1,1)]( 4-[,P.q. 1 j)•-.i
-7 [f1 t-,\
In the above equations, q., is defined as
qIk = qi (z - Zk) (45)
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The elements of the matrix. A are
A1 .1 = (. ):*3ik (q ,1)--j";kl(ql.()
A, 2 = ( )2! 1 k' 2(ql,1 ) -jk 2 (q 1 ) (51)
A2 ,1 = ki(ql,2) (52)
A2,2 = k 2(ql,2) (53)
A. 3 = - k,('72. 2) (54)
14
=z. - k 2(q2 2z) (55)
3.= A'"(h9( ' •+ W (56)
A3  V, k' 2 (q 22 ) 3 (57)
A = - kj(q. 2 )( 7.2 I 2 , (5S)
A3a = k' 2 (q2.;)(+ (59)
._21.._3 = k1 (q,._... ~(60)
A21 -..2 ,-.2 = ]k2(q,-. 1.) (61)
A21_2..2 1_ = - h2 (ql1 ) (62)
( k )2,13,0
A21-121-3 = k'l(ql'l) 0t-1 k (63)3
A2, 1,21-2 k,2(q ,_,,)- (6,-)
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and
A21 1.21-1 = - h':(q,+() 2 :).3 7! (65)
The elements of the column vector, tk , arc
, = j1f. ) q ], ) .t- () .' qf Z, •, j)] (66)
¢Y2 = f(P, q 2,9)(52 .1 -f(s)(P, qj',)j 1  (67)
e? z (6S.)
Y3 -- ...L.. [f(S)(pl (12 2)]OJ2"•f -- L(•'- (S)(P' 'Ii, l '(6S)1
I= f(s)(p q ) _)ii f( )(p. j)(i_1, (69)
and
= .. {()(p q. Lf (S) p. qt_•,- 1)] l (70)
Cz (Z
To determine the modes that propagate in the tropospheric ducts, the roots of
11 li = 0 (71)
have to be located. This is discussed in Chapter IIf. The symbol. II A denotes the de-
terminant of A.
From Equation 11, the solution of Equation 8 in the ij;' layer is
I fc pdptI° 1121,_)f
1l(r.z) = p (rp)j (pz) (72)
From the theory of residues. Equation 72 can be expressed as
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HI( .z :) = -I,.f,,)II(I(f) + I,
(73)
1 . . pd[p1l (2) O(P)p, z)
where b, (in) are the residues of p11, (:"(rp)f (p, :) evaluated at the poles off (p, :) in the
fourth quadrant. The contour C, is the quarter-circle of infinite radius and C, is the
contour enclosing the branch cut of the radical of Equation 16. Since ]I,--) (rp) decays
exponentially in the lower half complex p-plane,
J ; tp 1 /0 ((rp)f (j. Z) = !) (740c IP
C1
For small height. z. the integral over contour C. represents the contribution by the sur-
face wave to the total field. Beyond the horizon, this field is small compared to the total
field and can be neglected. Therefore Equation 73 becomes
f1(y' z) I b (m) (75)
where b, (in) is given by
bi (n) = 1I (2)(rp,) g, (z) g, (ZT) (76)
and g., (z) is the normalized height gain function given by [Ref 2 ]
gin(z) = 7)] (77)
"Jf, 2[q(z)]dz + 2POPm2Pro- ,P )P=PM
where q(z) = q(z) for z, < z < z,-,.
According to the program source code, the integral, I1 = ff, -[q(z)]dz. is evalu-
ated by considering that f,,[q(z)] is a solution of Stokes's equation,




is. fo,(q) does not include thle contribution from the last term of Equations 31 and 32.
The integra1 ot".f,. -Tq(zl] in the i"' layer is given by
,f, 2[t(} /z -- q, f (q1 ) dqi
fIr 2 + +q 2)q.-()
-+ 2 + I,
where
dq SI)
'i = dz( 1)
From Equation (s80, it can be seen that the contribution offAl, to II at z = (i t I)
is given by
Al _ fI.qifq 2 (q) + ["(q) +-d
q'q = dq: .jq.,
I ( + Ii + (qj)(82)
A l = ci tI, 1 q
T [f (q,' ) 3, I I d~
q:[dh[fo (qju)] + --- - d'- [f.. (ql-l',)]'
By making use of the fact that is continous at the layer boundaries,
d d (S-))
-dz '4' q••3] - ,- r ,(,](3
1s
which implies
1 - = (S.I)
and
f d . , : d(85)
Substituting Equation 85 into Equation S2. AI, becomes
A ll. =+ . , (q i:,.
+ ,. + r (,.}(q-I -
For i= 1.
Al'l - 8 ,)
The integral. II is
H = 7 All (SS)
The second term of the denominator of Equation 77 can be written as
S(2)
2jq(O•,- Ji (lk)23 Pn (89)
= 2Pm d"cii k
2[(O)]
k J 2 Cf. dql
For cases of interest. 11), r I> T .he Ilankel function in Equation 76 can be replaced
by its asymptotic approximation:
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Il (p,, t 1 r -- j - r C" e p ( -i,,,. r +j-- / ) (•01O
1herefore llquation 75 becomes
Fl(r. z) ( ) exp -/irn + g+P(z)g,,(zy)
TT)
.c£ .(,2...)1 ' p ,, g,,, (z) g~(zji) ~ Ir(91I)
To allow for spherical spreading. the r 2 term in Equation 91 can be replaced by
[a sill (-)] 2 a being the earth's radius. Equation 91 becomes
Nlr. z) = r 7 g,,(z) g," (Z77-) (92)
In the cxlijidrical coordinate system. (r. (4. z ). the transverse electric field component,
11. is given by
L - ' F- (93)
Differentiating Equation 92 with respect to r gives
,l J - (, 112 1cos( ) 2\ -_ /2-h27( ) a sn- "
= a]2a 7 sin~a asn(-)j f
(94)
x e 1,2 g., (Z) g., (Zr) e-,;,-r
Neglecting higher order terms of 7  Equation 94 becomes
20
-- ,1 7,7 (95)
' L r - -- ir 4 , (A-) T)(z i) "*
I-he free-space solution to Equation S is giv en b\
-- I.e \ r2 + -irC ~C
H =- 'Fr > (96)
Thus.
m /,• ,ik e- 'r c /:
(F(9
and similarly, the higher order term of' in Equation 97 is neglected, giving
" -_ --e (98)
Normalizing the field to the free space broadside field, the mode sum becomes
LF2rr 1'2 g,2 (Z) (Z7.) -'C (9'))tL',:S ~ ka sin( -




= 0 lo g _ k si n( -M g , (: 7) e2
"Ihe power sum or incoherent mode sum (EIMS) signal can also be calculated if the
phawe of each term is ignorcd:
ElM1S = 10 log Pen 2 jKi2~~ AN ,(: c~ j2) (101)k "( a sinl -T ) ,(7
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Tic path losses are
Coherent p.ith los, = ,'"2,, - 2w log. r + 2(-) lo, f- VICNIS (1C,2I
arnd
Incoherent path loss = 12.45 + 2 loe r 20ogf 11f- IINS 1 ( .3)
where r is the range in kilometers and f is the frequency in Ml I z.
B. VERTICALLY POLARIZED WAVE PROPMA ;ATION
A vertically polarized wave may be treated as due to a radiating electric dipole ori-
ented in the z direction and loca'cd , r=(1 and z
The electric ficld and rnagnctic field can be approximated by [Ret. I]
iI = x lW
and
L' V x Vd (H05)
where 1I is the electric I Iertz vector.
Calculation of" the electric I tertz vector is identical to that of' the magnetIc I Iert/
vector except for the following modifications:
1. The heighit gain function satisfies the following diflerential eq uation:
f. +S: k' J.fV
2. Continuity condition at i= I becomes
"nf(p, 0) = ,j( )7)(p, 0, 1 -
This leads to
-. j, .i i )M S
and
The transverse magnetic field component. ii., is giveii by
[-mml Equations 9-) to 9S. It Can be seen thitt
it, I.,,
11:4
2: -; 27r ] v pl P " - g,:(:7')
it 1I0luwýS from11 I',uaItion 112 that l;C\1 S. 1: 1 NI S. cohlerenlt path loss and Incoherent path
loss are given by Lquation,4 I0O.. 101. 102 and P-04 respectively.
C. DETERMINATION OF THE HEIGHT GAIN FUJNCTION
I11h hheicht Cain1 Clunction. fl). :). is 2given b%'
JB(p. z) =(q 1 ;[. 4-¼k-+ A2 (q)j ~ =I to!I- 1 I(11N)
or
f (p, z) It Bh(q,) i= 1 .(114)
The coefficients. /1, and 1B,. are functions of'p as in Equation 25.
D~etermnination of the values of A, and 13, is dependent on the evaluation of the inl-
tcEmra (or summnation) of Lquation SS. It was found that If' th'z attenuation rate of a
particular mode is small (•ý (0. 1 dB3 kill). the integration Equation 88 is carried out from
the top laver to the first lay ~r with height gain fuLnction at the , p laver set to a
Lcertain finite valIue. Thils will prevent the integral fr-om blowing, up.
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On the other hand. if the rate of attenuation is large (> 0.1 dB kin). the integration
is performed from the first laver to the top layer with the height gain l'unctiozi at the first
lacr set to a certain finite value. This will ensure that the value of inte,,ral will not be-
come too sma!.
Therefore, for attenuation rates greater than 0.1 dB kmi. A, 's and B, 's are deter-
mined successively starting from A, and B, up to A, and B, . At i I and z= 0.
, z1p = 0) = f (i. 0) (1/ 15)
and
T[4(/. z)]: = [ff(P. z)]:= (116)
Thus.
A,, = B, [, k1(q1,) -. A2(q 1 ,1)] (117)
and
kDividing1 EqLM.1 naIo IS8 by Lquation 117 gives
q'( k'-(ql,,) -j Jk'1 q1 ,iI-
J'k A' 2(q.l 1) q'l k'i(ql.)
where
, dq1  / k ),;,3 (120)
q'l dz 
- •
In the prograni.f(p, z,) is set to 1. This gives
I1 1 A' * (I121)
B, = ,-1i , ,; + (1h,24
24
For i = 2 to I-1. A, "s and B, 's are determined by matching conditions at evcry layer
boundary. At laycr boundaryz =z.
f1p. z) = -(P. :•) (122)
and
[fi(/. z:)] = -4--- [ f-(p. ,/] (123)
Cz
From Equation 122,
Bi [.1ti A (q1,) + k,.(q9.,] (12.41
=Bj~ [tk~il k + k ,(q;~~i)
BiEi_ [. i 1 kt1 ; !. : k . -1, _ .ý: )] 12
B.,= il I(qi*.) + k, (q.: (125)
The coeflicient, A.. is determined from Equation 123 as follows:
B: [A. k' (q,:i ) ± k '(q;i )Jq'i (126)
=Bl:-l [Al-j ~ ~,li + k',(qi-,.i )]q'j-,
Substituting Equation 125 into Equation 126 gives
A;- k i(q.- ij + k-. (q;-i .j +
Ai k . + k , [-41 k', (q:, ) + k'2('hJ )2 q'i (127"
= [A,_ Ak' (qi-,i ) + k', q'-1 I )]q',-1
"Th us.
A, -- d= • (12S)
25,
where
n"'i q'i k',.(q,ji )[.'t-, kl,(qi-,.i ) + k,2(Iil-,,i )
- q ,-1k'fq..i [-li- I ', (qj-~ 'I + 1'q -. 1 )
and
,14= q'1-1 kI(q11 )[4i- 1 k' 1(q,-I ) + k',(q1i- )] (130)
- q'i kA,(qj ) ,t-I kI(qi-, i) + k,(qi_, )]
I-or i = I and at the laver boundary. z = - .
.f . f- , ) (131)
"This gives
B I _ , [ I _ ! k j( i l _ -, l -1.7 k ,( q 1_ 1 ',t )
B,= 13)
or attenuation rates less than or equal to 0.1 dB kmi. A, 's and B, 's are determined
successively starting from A, and B, down to A, and BP.
The height cain function at the top layer is given by
,f (p. : = h2(,q,) (133)
where the coefficient. B,. is set to one. Matching the boundary condition at z = , gives





-q'j h- r2qj 1 1 )kh 2 q1 -.1 1
dA_ =q',- 1 112(qIII )k' 1 (q-,1 1
(137)
Similarly, the coefficients. A, and B,, are obtained by matchiniz boundarv conditions at
= ,for i1 1-2 to 1.
'I i-ius.




11 ' q'i+ I k -,(q1.1+, )[-',± 1 k'1 (q1 I~+1~~ + 4' 2(q'i 4 I,!+ I
(140J)
-q'i k 2Gyii~+1 )[- Ii+1 'ki(q.+i j ) + k,((7q+,,.+1 ]
and
cLI, = q'i A-'1(q11~1 )[A1+j kl(q1+,11~1 ) + k* )]ii~
(141)
- q'j+j Akdcq,i,+l )[A1+1 k'1 (qi,,11~1 ) + k2 (q,71+ 1,+1
D. TEST FOR EVANESCENCE
The function-,, k1 q) and Ac2(q). in Equation 26 and 27 can also be expressed in terms
of the rnodificd I lankel functions of order one third as follows (see Appendix A):
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!11,q (1421
A() = -( q.I2)'2 1/ ( -q '>
\ T q/13 1 3 1
= h (q)
and
k,(q) -- 2(12)'/6 e ;'6:' A-i (-q)
(143)
- h2 (q) -- cJ4 . 3 I1(q)
where
hI(q) ( q ') ' 3 q ) (144)
and
--j2-1ý3
h2(q) = j 2(12)"• .i(-qc , )
3- q !) 1 1113 3 "2 f3 (2) !).
For large I q k,(q) and k,(q) can be approximated by the asymptotic expansion of the
I lankel function IRef. 4 and Appendix A]. That is,




k2(q) - (12)' 1,n -t2q- /exp - q -
(147)
0 < arg(q) < 2n
From Equations 146 and 147, it can be deduced that for large q I and in the region
2S
< ar•e(q) < 3 (148
k,(q) will be exponentially large and k,(q) exponentially small. When this occurs,
hI(q) and hl(q) become linearly dependent numerically. i.e.. from Equation 143.
hjq) - '3 hi(q) (149)
This implies that k, (q)and k,(q) are also linearly dependent numerically. Under this
condition, the matrix of the modal function will become singular (in a numerical sense)
for all values of q. Pappert and Goodhart defined the fields as evanescent when Equation
149 holds [ReI: 5 and 6].
When evanescence occurs, the heilit gain function is represented by an exponen-
tially decaying field. i.e..
fj (p, P),B k, (,7j) ( 150.)
It is necessary to incorporate test conditions in the program to check if the rf field
has become evanescent. This is achieved by tracking the real part of the exponent of
k,(q) in Equation 146.
Since evanescence may only occur in the region specified by Equation 148. it can
be deduced by simple transformation of' Equation 14S that
2 < arg .'(11 )
This shows that one needs only to test for evanscence when the real part of the exponent
of A, (q) is positive. That is.
Re _•_jq2,3 > 0 (152)
As the coefficients of the height gain function are dependent on how the integral of
Equation SS is evaluated, it follows that diflerent test conditions exist for upward and
downward integration. For upward integration, conditions for non-evanscence in the iP
layer are
(1h [ iju,32 j J[~i(qi,)~ 2] < 7T " I
for R -(q. )(1 ]+ 0 (153)
and Re [ji(qt$) ] o
or
Re -=-j(q 1 )i2+) < 7 for Re -•jq)j '] < (
and z'-j(q:.,+j 2] > 0
or
KR ] > 0 (155)
or
• :i+I < 45 n (156)
In principle, the right side of Equation 153 should be as large as possible. ltowever, a
large quantity will lead to severe cancellation error when extracting k2 (q) (which is a
small number) from a linear combination of two large numbers. h, (q) and h. (q)
Equation 154 is obtained from Equation 153 by setting Re[ -- j (q.- 2] to zero when
its value is negative. This is true because when the real part of the exponent of" k,(q) is
negative. the condition of evanscence will not occur.r till,
With regards the condition in Equation 155. it can be shown that when is small
(which is usually the case) and Equation 155 is true. then
Re(axi) > 0 (157)
This implies
112(zi+I) > 12(- , (158)
which leads to
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Rc[q.,+j] > Re[q.] (159)
or
Re [ . 1):77Re ~ (u±~3~ < i~ [ (;,~](160)
or
Re 2 -j (qHj+3] -Re[ (q.,j) < 0 (161)
By comparing Equation 161 with Equation 153. it is clear that Equation 161 is a condi-
tion for non-evanescence.
Finally, the condition in Equation 156 was based on the fact that at lower altitude.
the magnitude of q is small enough such that /l(q) and h, (q) are well behaved in the re-
gion stated in Equation 148.
By the same argument. conditions for non-evanescence in the i? layer for downv:,ýrd
inteozration are as follows:
e ,¾i(q,.),) 2] - R 2 [ ,),t 2] < 7
for Re Ij (q-i ] - - (162)
and Re j (q:- I 2i)] 2 0
or
Re j "(qj_,-_ 1)j3;! < 7 for Re j(q 1_,) ] (163)





:j < 45. (165)
E. EVALUATION OF THE MODAL FUNCTION
When evaluating the relative ficld strength of the electromagnetic waves using
Equations 100 and 101. the eigcnvalues. p = p, for which
h A I= 0 (166)
are required. The detcrmninant, II A I, is known as the modal function. Each eigenvalue
represents a different electromagnetic mode that propagates in the multilaver tropos-
pheric waveguide environment.
The roots of Equation 166 are found by the Shellnan-Morlitt complex root-finding
routine to be discussed in Chapter 1II. Instead of searching for solutions of Equation
166 in the p-space, it is more convenient to conduct the search in the qc.,-plane. The
variable. p. is related to q, by
qj,= (_L) 2!:3[f2 (Z1 )-(P )j. (167)
In searching for the roots of the modal function. the determinant must be evaluated
many times. Therefore an efticient method for accomplishing this is required. In partic-
ular. the Laplace's expansion is used to obtain the determinant. The Laplace's expansion
is based on the following theorem [Ref. 7].
Theorem: Laplace's Theorem states that if one selects any r rows of a de-
terminant, I A I . forms all possible r-rowed minors from these r rows, multi-
plies each of these minors by its co-factor and then adds the results, one
obtains I A I.
The method also takes advantage of the presence of zero elements in the determi-
nant to reduce numerical computations.
The understanding of this technique can be best achieved with an example. Con-
sider a trilinear refractivity profile with the following modal function:
32
('2, C22 a3 01. ( !
H .) I = 0.• Q.• 0..3 CW.: (I (IliS)
( I (_) 0 - C..; 0,.-
(3 () 075 0 54 05
Let the last two rows be the r rows from which nminors are to be formed. Then applying
Laplace's Theorem. the modal function is given by
7, a,2 0 t4 II (11 1 0 (4
"i H - 1' a22 (?2.: " (169)li.A]1 = 0-.1 C22 02., a• j - ,31 0.2 0,
"(031 0.32 a33 a, a032 a,(
If a four-layer piecewise linear refiactivity profile is used. the modal function will be
Qti 172 0 0 0 o 0
471 0.-2 (723 074 1) () 0)
.. 1 0 (133 (3- (. (0 Q
A = (9 ( 7:3 a., 04 045 C , (9 (1 70)
()  ) Ua5 3 (54 (155 C; 6  (9(3 1 ( ( 0t•, l,.,5 0,~ -
(0 (9 0 ( 7 3-5 C i- 7
Notice that Equation 170 is built from Equation 168 by adding eight non-zero entries.
namely. a,,. a,. a i, . o,--. a, o-, and a-- . Therefore. the results fiorn Equation 1oS
can be used to compute Equation 1 70. i.e.,
(711 4712 0 0 (
= I ~ a~~ - (7) 1 (722 t723 02'4 (9 0. (1 )
(i1lH = IIAI! • -- '3  (132 (33 0.3-1 (9 - (171)(7- (C 14 04- a--,
7- 0 (53 054 0" 5
In Equation 171. the determinant of the 5 x 5 matrix is also evaluated using the
Laplace's expansion.
Without loss of gererality. the evaluation of modal functions of multilayer piece-
wise linear refractivity profile is performed by systematically increasing the number of
rows and columns of A and applying the Laplace's expansion.
The derivative of the modal function. II. with respect to q,,, is also required by the
Shellnian-.,orfitt root finding routine. This is accomplished by expanding II A 11 using the
Laplace's expansion and performing diffircentiation using the chain-rule.
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F. EFFECTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS
The materials in this section arc adapted from Chapter III of XNVG [Ref. 11. It ik
included in this document for completeness.
Surlhce roughness could have significant eflfct on the signal levels at large rances.
especially when the frequencies of the rf waves are above several gicahertz.
The effects of surface roughness is modelled by Baumgartner in XWVG [Ref. 11 as
a lossy infinitesimally thin bottoin laver of constant modified refractivity shown in Vig-
tire 4.
In the bottom layer. 0 •_ z _ z., the height gain function,f 0 (p, z), can be written
as
f.(p.:) = ,e [ + ReI'c1u] (1 72
where
p k = 11 I(0) - (173)
/?: (174)
and R is the plane wave reflection coefflcient.
By matching boundary conditions at each laver boundary as was done in Section
A. it can be seen that all previous results still hold if thc following substitution is made:
I - RIs +R (175)
In general. the bump heights of the rough surface are assumed to be Gaussian dis-
tributcd. In this case, the reflection coefficient. R. can be represented as the product of
the smooth surface plane wave reflection coefficient and a surface roughness factor [Ref.
81. For horizontal polarization, the reflection coefficient. R, is given by
f~~~ R1 F k22( i\231R1, Lxp 2k j)q 1 , 1  ; Re (q1,) > 0 (16)R Rt1 I Re(ql,1 ) < 0
where ,5 is the root mean square surface bump heights and R,1 is the Fresnel reflection
coefficient for a horizontally polarized wave given by
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I-or vcetical polarization, It is given by
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S= Rexp -.. ki( q) , (] Rc(q1 .1 ) 0
A"]1  Rc(ol, ) '-- (I
where R.. is the I-resncl reflection coclicicnt for a vertically polari/ed wave given by
"n. [jiu (•- f-l1 :- -- j ,(fl[• ~) [,i. - - (179).
[/I. j,o) - rj I + 1,; W)[, -P ,3I'
For horizontal polarization. ', can be expressed as follows [Ref' 11:
a (q 1 .)
,s (q1 ) (= lk)
where
a ('i.1) = ( i1 ,q,j)1)2 ranh ( +- T• • (1•1)
"k _j
1'(q ,,1 ) = I+ ( i) 2 (q , 1 ' tanh + 1, (1 2
T= 2 2 - 0)
and
- 2k 232  k q,., (184)
For small values of ql,• a(q1,1 ) and b(q11 ) can be expanded in series as
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- i (7 q1 • ±-•-'(o• (-
k u1(1, .s = T '.15 sT (L.
- 1 o Ij ~ ) +-•51,kcr(%' 2 )i '•
-0 "K I-= q:, 2l S5)+1"•' 1+2T 'k- • ST
4 1 ) ,(;1( )l Of A 12,
25(LT1 ql~ - •bO +.. A j
,25 TT k
1+ , k)•.' -1q, . i 1 + (1 27
2 q.•
cc, L, q~
+ k ad kre obt-in• o Eqa 1 an ,1 2-4T"- 12SI-4 k
15'4STJ 256(T x k •. + ..
I-le derivative of' ;,S• with respect to q1, can be obtained by dit'erentiating Equation
180. iAe
•;'-__I = , b(q,.,) ýa a(q,.,)!_.__" (187)
4 ' ].1 b Zbh,j ) ý(h,1 ý"q jj
Simlilarly, -- and -7- are obtained from Equation 181 and I1S2 respecti-clv:
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U I -] 1 '_' ( ~tan
-ql l, I se l -T - (18
+ k IT + (qlJ
and
S- ql, tall,2 )23- T + * q !2
+4 ' -l ( Th tn ( FT ( ) 11,T (1+9)
,, T T+ 7-- S9,
For small values of 1 , m and can be expanded into series as
(- -(YJ k 2 22 1 3
6 k '/, l,12
+ "• k \ kqj, -. .... .
I 1(4101 ',l )
+ T,2 f/'1 t \.-)23 q -.
S2"1-"-" k 4T' k•" q.
+ 3 (__ • ,) I) " s) q, 3
+ 1 3 - - q lI .2 ......
256T' ( k q, o ,
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and
- T1 2 1!3. q;. k + k
Lk 4T kl,
16 [3+ 2472 q-,l (191)
2±.T- I 2T15
±25+6 k .2]( "42 157• T 0 .I3 256V ]]+..
The corresponding results for vertical polarization are:
y A (192)
and
";'s" _, k q, ha ql) h19 )
wlhcre
S(qh,1) = ( q1, tanlh T + "" T+(T) q,,] (194)
and
/1(0) -1/2 )2113 12. (,9 )
For b(q1 ) = 1 +--- q,1 • 'tanh ( T4 + (q,,].1
Ior small valucs of I I h{,l ,) and i,{q.) becomes
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"ý1 "3 1f, 1  ^1 3
+ -2- k ' 10 1 5 . .......
1t 4 T'2I T kl-il) , (196)
3 LI •.l )i'3 2 1 • )2 3
16T3
_ _ _ 1 ~ . '3 4 _ _ _ C1 10,;3
12 S T k ( T7 s; q 1  + .-. - ........
and
/(q 1 I i T 2 l 12 5 2 3 2J 13 1 ib(q,., I I + n T)  ,,. ql.l f. __ ) + k',52( ),:
Uk +6,A + k:("(52'I.
ST22 k(9T
+ k6 + k261.] ( 1. (197)
T2 4 T"2 12ST k•
M[_ _ 10 lo 7 2 121] (1 . .......I 15T 3 8425T
The derivative of a-(qa) and b(cy 1 ) are obtained from Equation 196 and 197 respec-
ti elv:
cq1 . - 2 q1 1 ' .L ( tanh(-)
+ k2  . q 1, 2 seh" ( 2 (198)
+ L 2 ( -L)2/ 23 [T+ ( 3 1 ,2 j -3 1"2
S2 , k T+
a nd
(0" . '[ TI t- + 2 1,
+ ~qln k, . - , r + 2i:3 q,,I (199)
+ k 2 " 2 ql.9" scch : )L T + ,--)-. qj,1] j
For small values ot q,, ---- and 7 becozcs
a- U,1 3-, 
--
k22 2c 2
_. 1 i''' tk 6 k 't 1.!
+ k1 '6 J T ql,, . . ........
15 / k (7I
{ ( -j2 ,• - -y2 -- qj- ) (200).
L ~24T2 k 3
+ 35 Al :q • :.




,'f; _ ifl(o 2 -12 1 +2 - _. ;3
+ 25)Tq ,1  -- +' "(
4T A-,5 2 L / ST 2  k
+( )L3 [73 (201)2• -6- 1 (T' k
+-2- k101 + • kV - 5 62 (-"- )'ql,
2L15 2-4T4 128T 2
+ 1 / l,. 106 - 1 k. + k _ " ( - ", +..+ 2 LI5T 4ST 256T, j
G. COMPLEX INDEX OF REFRACTION or SEA WATER
The materials in this section are adapted from Chapter IV of XWVG [Ref. 11.
The complex index of' refraction is one of the physical parameters required for
evaluating the modal function and height gain functions. The cornplex index of refrac-
tion of sea water. n.. is a function of frequency. temperature and salinity. It is rclated to




n. = el:f - j -- , 202)
where t, is the permnittivitv of free space and a) is the frequency at which it is evaluated.
The effective relative dielectric function and the effective conductivity are related to the
complex dielectric function, r, and the ionic conductivity, C. through
£ = c' - j ", (203)
=Eff (204)
and
Ode = a + Wt," ' (205)
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In Equation 205, ( is assumed to be real. This is a good approximation for frequencies
much less than 1R" Gi7l IRef. I].
The theory of an ideal polar dielectric in an alternating electromagnetic ficld was
first formulated by l)ebve [Ref. 9]. In the theory, the complex dielectric function is ex-
pressed as a function of a single relaxation time. as follows:
S= ' -j C (206)
=' - , (2.07)
1 + ,
and
. -- , )(2l•S)1 + c)" t'
where e_ is the part of the dielectric function due to the atomic and dielectric polariza-
tion. t, is the static dielectric function and (o is the frequency of the electromagnetic
wave. Equations 206 to 208 represent the fIll in the value of the dielectric function from
E, to E,. This f l1 is accompanied by a single broad absorption band in the vicinity of
the characteristic wavelcngth. ;.,. given by
s -(2(09)
The characterisation of the variation with frequency of the complex dielectric function
of water in terms of a single relaxation time is valid for frequencies up to 30(_) G1z
[Ref 1]. For higher frequencies. more than one relaxation time may be required.
In the model of Klein and Swift [Ref. 1)j. r. is assumed to be 4.9 for both pure
water and seawater. With this assumption. the static dielectric function for pure water
is given by
,s.p = 88.045 - 0.4147 1, - 6.295 x 10-4 t2 + 1.075 x 10- 1C3 (210)
and the static dielectric function of seawater is given by
ts,s = cs.aa(S, t() (211)
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where
rs.a = 87.134- 1.949 x I1'- tc- 1.276X I(x 1 t0 + 2.491 x l- t,13 (212)
and
a (S. t, = 1.000 + 1.613 x 10- S t- 3.65&6x 10 3 S
+ 3.210 x 10- S - 4.232 x 10- S(213)
In the above equations,. i is the temperature in degrees Celcius and S is the salinity in
crams of salt per kilogram of seawater. The relaxation time of seawater is givcn by
, = zp ,S, i (214)
where ,. is the relaxation of pure water given b%
= 1.76S × - 6.0S6 x 10- 13 t1+ 1.10.4 x 10-fl t, - S.111 x 10-1 'c (215)
and
b(S, tc) - 1.000 + 2.282 x 10-i S t - 7.638 x 10- 4 S
- 7.760 x Io-6 S' + 1.105 x 1I- S(
The ionic conductivity of seawater in sicmens per meter is given by
C (tc. S) = a (25. S) exp (- Ap) (217)
where
A = 25 - (218)
-2 1-4 A1-6 2
S=2.033 x 10- + 1.266 x10 A+ 2.464x10 A
- S[1.849 x 10-5 - 2.551 x 1o-7 A + 2.551 x 1-A 
(219)
and
c(25, S) = S[0.182521 - 1.46192 x 10-3 S+2.09324
(220)
x 10- S2 - 1.28205 x 1(0- S, 1
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H. ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
The materials in this section are adapted from References 11. 12 and 13.
The gas molecules in the air absorb enerev from electromagnetic waves. The ab-
sorption is due to the quantum mechanical resonances o1 the gas molecules. These res-
onances at specific frequencies then broaden into bands as a result of collisons of the
gas particles. In the lower atmosphere, the density of gas particles is higher. This means
that collisons are more frequent and the absorption bands are broader.
In the troposphere (height < 10 ki). only the lines bands of oxygen and water
vapour are important. The principal resonance of oxygen is at 60 GI lz and that of water
vapour is at 22.2 GI lz. The extent of absorption by oxygen molecules is dependent on
the pressure. p. and temperature. t. In the case of water vapour, absorption is also de-
pendent on the water vapour density. p. For specific valueC of'p. t, and j.. the absorption
coetlIcient. ,,, . is computed as [IRef. II
.. = 1. 1S20r.\.t- dB*,,, , Q21)
where f is the frequency and .X, is the absorption spectrum. The absorption spectrum.
N,. is related to the line spectra of absorption. SF. the continuum spectra.VN, and the
liquid water extinction..V . by the following expressions [Ref. I 1j:
.\) SF + .X•, + .VA ipm (222)
1 he suniniation of SI is done over 44 spectral lines of oxygen and 29 spectral lines of
water N apour. [Ref' 11]. i.e..
7SF = Za( (i) XP [(i)(1 - 0)] F
(223)
+ bl (i) c 0'' exp [b 2 (i) - 0)] F
1=1
where a,(i), a, (i). b,(i) and b, (i) are spectroscopic coefficients derived from experiments
and spectroscopic parameter compilations. Values of a1(i). a, (i). b(i) and 1,: (i) are listed
in Table 1.
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The dry air pressure. p. at a height of z above the earth's surface is given by
[Ref. 121
p = 101.325 [1 - -016Z ]5.56 APa (224)
The relative inverse temperature, 0. is related to the temperature. t, . in 'K by
0 - (225)
The water vapour partial pressure. e.. in kPa is related to the saturation water vapour
pressure. e, and relative humidity, rh. by the following equations:
e = eC (rh) x 1)- . (226)
e, 0.6105 exp 25.22 - 5.31 log 'k a (-22-7)I 1:273.1-5
and
= tk- 273.15C '(228)
In Equation 223, F is the shape factor of the broadened resonance lines given by
[Ref. 11]
F f g ( -0( 1 (229)
F = + g( (V0 + +
for oxygen line 1 to line 38 and
F( ( +[ + - ] (230)(v-fr 2  (i'o+) 2 + g'
for oxygen line 39 to 44 and the water vapour lines.
In Equation 229 and 230, v0 is the molecular line centre frequency, g is the width
and c0 is the overlap interference.
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F:or oxveen in air.
g= a, (1) + 1.3 C) 0g (231)
a p 0" (23Q)
and for water vapour in air,
0ý6g = b,3 (4.8 e + P) 0 . (33.)
The line data 7. a, and b, are listed in Table 1.
The continuum spectrum. A' is given by
. I• .9ftY' x 10- . 6.25, /,0 x 20- L2 x+j,,-
and
go = 0.012( + 1.3 e) 0' 9 9(235)
The liquid water extinction..A',, . is evaluated from the following expressions:
W ppm for J" • 3r00 GI Iz (2 36)(r'+ 2)2 + (r,")2
and
A"'. 0 Si.55 'f-°' 0-' 6 ppm forf > 300 Glz , (237)
where w is the liquid water concentration in grams per cubic meter. The real and im-
aginary part of the dielectric function of water. ,' and t", are given by Equations 2()7 and
208 respectively. It is assumed that t, and r given in Equations 207 and 208 are given
by Equations 210 and 215 respectively.
The absorptivity of tropospheric gases, q/. is related to the atmospheric absorption,
g,,, in dB kin, by the following expression [Ref. 131:





"Talhhe 1. SPE(1ROSCOPIC COEFFICIENIS IOR OXYGEN (a,-a,) AND
,VALiER (h, - b,) [FROM R EF. 11]
Center
frequency, 10. Strength, a, 1C enperature WidIh, a, Interference. 04 Tempernture Quantum number
(GIIz) (kllz/kra) exponent, a, (0Gil1t/kl'a) (I/kPa) exponent, a, identification, K"
O' 0.307 E-3 (ppm/kra) 0.12 (0.056) E-I I* to 371
50.47381 0.94 E-6 0.969 E1 1 0.86 E1-2 0.520 E-2 0.179 E÷+1 37-
50.98742 0.244 E-5 0.869 E+I 0.87 E-2 0.550 E-2 0.169 E1+1 35-
51.50311 0.604 E-5 0.774 E t1 0.89 1:-2 0.560 E-2 0.177 E4 1 33-
52.02124 0.141 C-4 0.684 E÷+ 0.92 E3-2 0.550 E-2 0.181 EI 31-
52.54227 0.308 E-4 0.600 UEf1 0.94 E-2 0.569 E-2 0.179 13-4 I 29-
53.06683 0.637 E-4 0.522 E4-1 0.97 U-2 0.528 L-2 0.189 E+I 27-
53.59570 0.124 E-3 0.448 E+1 0.100 E3-I 0.544 E-2 0.183 E#-1 25-
54.12997 0.2265 E-3 0.381 E-t1 0.102 E-I 0.480 E-2 0.199 E4 1 23-
54.67115 0.3893 E-3 0.319 E-1-I 0.105 E-I 0.484 E-2 0.190 -1;I 21-
55.22137 0.6274 E-3 0.262 E41 0.1079 E1-I 0.417 E-2 0.207 E-1 1 19-
55.78382 0.9471 E-3 0.212 E+41 0.1110 E -I 0.375 E-2 0.207 Ei I 17-
56.26477 0.5453 E-3 0.100 E-I 0.1646 E-I 0.774 E-2 0.890 DI I"
56.36339 0.1335 E-2 0.166 E+I 0.1144 E-I 0.297 E-2 0.229 E41 15-
56.96818 0.1752 E-2 0.126 E1+ 0.1181 E-I 0.212 E-2 0.253 E+1 13-
57.61249 0.2125 E-2 0.910 0.1221 E-I 0.940 E-3 0.376 E 4 I II
58.32389 0.2369 E-2 0.621 0.1266 r,-I -0.550 E-3 -0.111 E-2 D2 9-
58.44658 0.1447 E-2 0.827 E-I 0.1449 E-I 0.597 E-2 0.790 3'
59.16422 0.2387 E-2 0.386 0.1319 E-I -0.244 E-2 0.700 E-I 7-
59.59098 0.2097 E-2 0.207 0.1360 E-I 0.344 E-2 0.490 5.
60.30604 0.2109 E-2 0.207 0.1382 -1-I -0.435 E-2' 0.680 5-
60.43478 0.2444 E-2 0.386 0.1297 E-I 0.132 E-2 -0.120 13+1 7'
61.15057 0.2486 E-2 0.621 0.1248 -1-I -0.360 E-3 0.584 E341 9'
61.80WI6 0.2281 E-2 0.910 0.1201 E-I -0.159 E-2 0.286 E+I I1"
62.41122 0.1919 E-2 0.126 1341 0.1171 13-I -0.266 E-2 0.226 134.1 13'
62.48626 0.1507 13-2 0.827 E1-I 0.1468 13-1 -0.503 E-2' 0.850 3-
62.99797 0.1492 E-2 0.166 E+I 0.1139 E-I -0.334 13-2 0.218 13t:t1 15'
63.56852 0.1079 1-2 0.212 13+1 0.1108 E-I -0.417 13-2 0.196 1:-i-I 17'
64.12778 0.7281 E-3 0.262 E +1 0.1078 13-1 -0.448 E-2 0.200 11+5 19'
64.67886 0.4601 13-3 0.319 13+1 0.105 13-I -0.515 13-2 0.184 12+1 21'
65.22412 0.2727 E-3 0.381 E+I 0.102 E-I -0.507 E-2 0.192 13E+ 23'
65.76474 0.152 13-3 0.448 13+1 0.100 13-i -0.567 E1-2 0.178 E-+- 25'
66.30195 0.794 E -4 0.522 E÷I 0.97 E-2 -0.549 E-2 0.184 E+I 27'
66.83663 0.391 E-4 0.600 13+1 0.94 13-2 -0.588 E-2 0.174 13+1 29"
67.36933 0.181 E-4 0.684 134 I 0.92 E1-2 -0.560 r-2 0.177 E4 I 315
67.90051 0.795 E-5 0.774 E #I 0.89 E1-2 -0.580 E-2 0.173 E-i I 33'
68,43054 0.328 E-5 0.869 E4-1 0.87 E-2 -0.570 1:-2 0.165 Et I 35"
68.95972 0.128 13-5 0.969 E-i-I 0.86 E-2 -0.530 13-2 0.174 E+I 37'




frequency, t'. Slenclh, a, 1 emperntule Width, 0, __identification 0,
(GIIz) (kllz/ki'a) exponenl, a, (GIIz/kI'a) Lower Upper
368.498350 0.679 r3-4 0.200 E-1 0.156 E-I 1, I 2, 3
424.763120 0.638 13-3 0.122 F-I 0.147 1,-I 2, 1 2, 3
497.249371 0.235 E-3 0.122 E-I 0.147 E-. 2, I 3, 3
715.393150 0.996 E-4 0.891 r.-I 0.144 E1-I 3, 3 4, 5
773.839732 0.571 E-3 0,798 1: -I 0.140 E-I 4, 3 4. 5
834.145790 0.180 E-3 0.798 E-I "0.140 U -I 4, 3 5, 5
Identification (11,0)
b, b, b, Lower Upper
22.235080 0.105 0.214 E #1 0.281 r3-I 5. 2, 3 6. 1. 6
68.052 0.10 IlO-2 0 875 U311 0.280 U3-I 3. 2. I (I)" 4, 1. 3
183.310091 0.238 E 11 0.653 0.282 E-I 2. 1, 0 3, 1. 3
321.225644 0.460 E-I 0.616 1A 1-1 0.220 r3-I 9. 3, 6 10, 2, 9
* 325.152919 0.155 El 1 0.152 131l 0.290 E-I 4,2, 2 5, I,
380.197372 0.123 1+-2 0.102 111 0.285 U1-I 3, 2. I 4. 1.4
386.778 0.400 E-2 0.733 t: I 0.160 E-I II, 2, 10 10. 3, 7
437.34667 0.630 E-I 0.502 F1 I1 0.150 11-I 6. 6, 0 7. 5, 3
439.150812 0.921 0.356 E1l1 0.175 E-I 5, 5. 0 6. 4. 3
443. 018295 0.191 0.502 1- I 0.148 E-I 6, 6, I 7. 5. 2
448.001075 0.107 E-12 0.137 11 1 0.246 E-1 3, 3., 0 4. 2, 3
470.888917 0.328 0.357 El1 0.181E-I 5. 5, I 6, 4, 2
474.689127 0.124 E4 I 0.234 Et1 0.210 E-I 4, 4. 0 5. 3. 3
488.491133 0.256 0.291 El I 0.222 E-I 7, I, 7 6, 2. 4
504.219 0.380 E-I 0.669 1L I 0.127 E-I 7, 7. 0 8, 6, 3
505.126 0.120 E-I 0.669 E 11 0.130 E-I 7,7. I 8.6,2
556.936002 0.526 143 0.114 0.317 E-I 1.0, I I. 1.0
* 620.700801 0.521 Et-I 0.231 El I 0.216 E-I 4, 4. I 5, 3. 2
658.340 0.460 0.776 E11 0.328 E-I 1. 0, 1 (1) I, 1.0
752.033227 0.259 Et 3 0.336 0.302 E-I 2. 0, 2 2, I. I
836.836 0.120 E-I 0.811 E11 O170 E-I 11,2, 9 10,5.6
859.810 0.150 E-I 0.799 F 31 0.270 E--I 2,0, 2(I) 2. I. I
899.380 0.910 E.-I 0.78F 1: 1 0.300 E-I I, I. 1 (1) 2,0, 2
903.280 0.640 E-1I 0.835 1F11 0.280 E-I 2. 2, 1(1) 3. 1. 2
907.773 0.179 0.50-1 1.l 0.204t E-I 8. 3. 5 9, 2, 8
916.169 0.890E 11 0.137 1311 0249 E-I 3. 3, I 4. 2, 2
970.320 0.940F41 0184 1311 0.246 E-I 4,3, I 5,2,4
987.910 0.145 P 1t3 0.180 0.299 E-I I, I, I 2, 0. 2
1097.368 0.8.10 I3 3 0.656 0.335 E- 3. 0. 3 3, I, 2
Read 0.307 E-3 as 0.307 x 10-'.
°Nontesonann 0, spectrum (equation (21)).
'[)I denotes doublet.
"Ro.senArant's 119751 first.order solution for the 60 ;l1,. hand shape has a shortconmng: the listed vnilue. or na(K - 3-,
5-) have to be reduced 5% (which is of negligible consrqiqenrce) to assmre that ot(O,) : 0.000 for f > 160 GIIz even when
N; - 0 (equation (21).
dilate (I) denotes first vibiationally excited state.
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Ili. SitELLNIAN - IIORFITT ROOT FINDING ROUTINE
A. GENERAL OUTLINE
1-he Shellman-M.orfitt root finding routine was developed by C.LI. Shellman and
D.G. Mlorlitt to locate EL.I V1.I l. U mode constants of wave propagating in an earth-
ionosphere waveguide environmwent. The theory of the algorithm described in this
chapter is based on References I and 14.
-lhe complex root finding routine is used to find the zeros of the modal function.
"The routine will locate all simple zeros of an analytic function in a prescibed rectangulr
region of the complex z-plane. The principle of the root linding method is based on the
following theorem I Rcf. 15j:
I heorem (Argument Principle):
Let I) be a simply connected domain and fiz) be analxtic in 1) except at a
finitc number of poles. Let F be a closed contour in I) not passinIg through
any of the zeros or poles ef f!z. Then. the accumulated phase change, A 6.
o' 1,z) around F traversed in a clockwise direction is givenl by
A 2_ -L()X (2-4o)
where .XK is the number of zeros and \•. is the number of poles (counting
mltiplicities) enclosed by F.
IFrom the above theorem, if fiz) has only zeros in the regio, enclosed by F . then
every constant phase contour associated with a zero crosses F.
An analytic function f(z) can be expressed as
f(.- = \ [Reif)] + [lm(f)]2 exp(iO) , (241)
where 0 is the phase of lilz) given by
0 = ar, [I(:)] (2421
5'
If fir) does not have any pole or branch point. then the constant phase curve. 0 = 0'.
radiating from a zero o[' Z) must cross the closed contour. F, enclosing the zero at least
once. In addition. no other zero o1'l'z7 may be on this phase curve. This is illustrated in
licure 5.
A line of constant phase which crosses the contour F may be 1'ol1owd until it leads
to a zero or until it crosses the contour again. A zero off(z) can be determined from the
intersection of the curves
Ira(/) = 0 (06 0 or •) (243j
and
Re(f) = I (or 1- )
C1
04 01 02 01
Closed contour F
ligilte 5. ('on~auistit I'hase Linie of I(M) [From l{cf. II
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B. ROOT SEARCH PROCEDU.RE
A search rectaJgle is set up ill the complex z-plane so that the simple zeros of fi/)
will be located by the routinc. 1he corners of this rectangle arc dcnoted by:
* 1Z - value of the real part of z at the left edee of the rectangle.
* t, - value of the real part of z at the right edge of the rectangle.
* t1 - value of the imaginary part ofl at the top edge of the rectangle.
* t, - value of' the imaginary part of z at the bottom of the rectangle.
The search rectangle is divided into small mesh squares of length 6. Restrictions on
the size of 6 will bc addressed later.
A new search rectangle is generated fiom the specified search rectangle by express-
ing the edge of the new rectangle in terms of mesh units. One mesh i:.,t is of lcneth i.
-fhus
A = It (2451




where Int(x) denotes the integer part of x. In order that the original search rectangle falls
completely within the new search rectangle, the new rectangle is made one mesh unit
larger on all sides. That is.
Jr1 (249)
,I.- 2. : 11 < o(-
/f.J , + 2 ' tR > 0 25l)
-+ R <(
.17' = 1) 17 < Q
and
J1 - 1 ;tB >G0
"IB =< ; "(252)-BB-_ 2 1B <0
The search rectangle with mesh grid is shown in Figure 6. The pius and minus signs
at the corners of the mesh squares are the signs of Im(I). The solid curves represent the
phase line. Im(f = . while the dashed curves represent the phase line. Rcdfl)=0. The
zeros of hi z) are located at the crossing of the I m(t 0 = 0 and Rc(f) = 0 curvcs. A local
mesh coordinate sstcm is shown in figure 7. The lower left-hand corner of the mesh
square is taken as the origin of that mesh square's local coordinate system. lhe value
of l'zi evaluated in the local mesh coordinates of the k:' mesh square is denoted by
' .)) . Thus. the values of fi(z) at the corners of mesh square I are
J ()o, 1) = (ij +iJr') j (253)
f(0. ,) = ,f[.1L 3 + j (i.- 1)3] , (25i4)
f 0.0)= f[D.. + 1)3 +j(JT-- 0)] (255)
and
f ()0 (1, 1) = f[D.L + W) +j1 jl 3 ] (256)
A basic assumption made on f(z) is that Im(f) and Re(f) are linear functions of the
local mesh coordinates, y, and v), . This means that in the mesh square k. f(z) can be
expressed as [Ref. 11
f (1ki (l:) k a.: + k (")A: + ('i, •k + Ilk "k XP, (257)
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=jk f 0 ) + f(k)(1, I) - f()(k ) (k)( (261)
Ihis assumIIption puts an upper bound on the size of the mesh un-it, 6. 1 he mesh
unit should be sufflciently small to cnsi, lC that the lincar variation of 1(z) holds. I low-
ever, 6 should not be excessively small to rCducC computer run time.
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*1*~k•kI (0, 1) fIk) 
1,
EDGE 1 EDGE 3
1 11(k) f00 1(k) (1. 0)
EDGE 2
Figure 7. Localt mesh coordinate system l7rom uRef. 11
"Ille zeros of 1(z) are searched by cxamnining the imaginary part of' 17(z) counter-
clockwise around the rectangular contour. For the example shown in Figure 6, the edges
of the scarch rectangle are examined lot crossing of the phase curve, I m(l) = 0, starting
with mesh square 1, edge I. The values In[f (1) (0, 1)] and Int[f () ((0, 0)] are first com-
puted. Ifthey are of the same sign, then there will be no Ii() =0 curve passing through
edue 1.
Mesh square 2 is investigated next. 'I hl values of lm[f (2) (0, 1)] and Im[f (2) (0, 0)]
are computed. 1 lie value of' Jn[f (2) (0, I)] is identical to Jn[f () (0, 0)] . I I'the signs
of Ih[f (2) (0, 1)] and h[J' (2) (0, 0)] are opposite as shown in Figure 6, then the





Im[f (2) (0, 0)]
11[f (2) (0, 1)] - I1[f (2) (0, 0)] (263)
The next step is to determine if a zero is within mesh square 2. The values of
In[f (2) (1, 0)] and Inz[f (' (1, 1)] are first computed. Two tests must be made:
1. A test is made to determine if' there is one or two Iam(O)=0 curves entering and
leaving the mesh square. If In[f (1) (0. 0)] and Im[f (M) (1, 1)] are of the same sign,
e.g., minus, and ln[J"'() (0. 1)] and In["f () (1,0)] both have opposite signs, e.g.,
plus. then there are two lines of Ira(f)=0 entering and leaving the square. This
condition is depicted in mesh square 14 of' lFigure 6. Otherwise. there is only one
line of' lm(f )= 0 entering and leaving the mesh square. This is illustrated in mesh
square 2 of Figure 6.
2. A test has to be performed to determine if there is at least one Re(f)=0 entering
and leaving the mesh square. If Re[f(•) (0. 0)] , Re[f(M (0. 1)] , Rc[Jf() (1. 0)] and
Re[f() (1, 1)] are all of the same sign. then there is no line of Re(f)= 0 passing
through the mesh square. Otherwise. there is at least one Re(f)= 0 curve entering
and leaving the mesh square.
Note that the above tests will fail if there are two or more Im(f)=0 or Re()=0
crossing the mesh square at the same edge. As shown in Figure 8, two Im(f)= 0 crossing
the same edge of a mesh square results in a zero being missed. In this situation, the mesh
size has to be reduced in order to resolve the two zeros.





rigme 8. Crossing of tNo hii(I)= II at the same edge of the mesh square
"I he program (see subroutine l•.crox in Chaptcr V) also checks For the prcsce)cc of
more than one zero on the same phase lillc. Such a situation may occur as in Figure 9.
"1 he program treats such an occurrence as an error and will pIocCCd to redu-cC the IeCSh
size. 1 he root-search will start all over again.
One can inifr that the presence of morc than one zero on the sninc phase line is due
to the inability to rcsolve two phase lines crossing a mcsh square at the satm edge. 1 hcsc
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zeros actually lie on dillerent phase lines and ari 'legitimate' zeros. It is the author's
opinion that these zeros arc acceptable and a mesh-size reduction accompanied by a ic-
run of the root search routine umiecessary,
Actual Perceived
Ira(t)=0 Re(f)=O Im(r)=O




Re(f)=0 L Actual Perceived
.ni(r)=o ira(r)=o
l-igure 9. *iso zeros found on the same phise line
"lhe line lm(i() = 0 is traced firom mesh to mesh until it exits the contour rectangle.
For the example in l-igure 6, the curve All is Followed through mesh squares 2. 3, 7, il,
10, 14 and 13. In mesh square 11, both Im(l)-0 and Rc(I)=0 pass through the mesh
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square. The point of intersection can be determined from Equation 257. lhe math-
ematical details are prcsented in section C.
The contour AB is fOllowed out of mesh square II into mesh squares 10 and 14.
In mesh square 14. there are two lm(f)=0 curves and one Re(f')= ( cur e. A crossing
point is chosen to be a zero of fiz) if it lies on the lIr(f = 0 curve currently being fol-
lowed. Therefore, when the contour AB is being traced, the zero in mesh square 14 will
be ignored. I lowever. this zero will be located when contour CD) is being traced.
When contour AB exits the search rectangle at point B. the value of the leading
edge (counterclockwise) of the mesh square is noted. In this example. the value of the
leading edge isj'1" 3 (0, 1). Identifying the exit points would prevent subsequent re-enter-
ing of the search rectangle via these points.
Alter the contour' AB exits at U, the search for zeros of Izm is continued by looking
for more crossings of Im( f)=0 with the search rectangle. Since mesh square 2 was the
last mesh square that was checked for such crossings. the next mesh square to be ex-
amined will be mesh square 3.
The next crossing of lm( fI') with the search rectangle is at mesh square 12. This
contour CD is again followed through to mesh 21 where the exit point D is noted. The
zero along CD) in mesh square 14 is considered as an acceptable zero of hiz) since it lies
on the contour CD which is the current contour beine traced. lhe rectangular contour
search will continue as described above until the search gets to mesh square 1. edge 4
where it stops.
C. DETERMINATION OF THE COORDINATES OF ROOTS
The root of fiz) is the point of intersection of Im(f)=O() and Re(ft= O. This can be
determined ftrom Equation 257.
By equating Im(f) of Equation 257 to zero, the following equations are obtained:
ln(a•.) + ltn(b/.)wf




Similarly. by equating Re(f) to zero.
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-k R ta•:) ± A+ ,. )(9k. (266)
and
Re(/k.)-+- Rc'(dA/. (6-c,.}k = -- (2671)
-Rc{l,) + Re((,t)/.k
Note that Equations 264 and 265 are equivalent: so are Equations 266 and 267.
By equating the right hand side of Equation 264 and that of lquation 266. the following
cluadratic equation in (,w results:
, A-." + : -+- /I+ 1 = 0 , (26Si
where
P, = Re (h1.) Im/I(, - I(t,(b) Re (dk) 2 169)
= Re (ap. Im(d,) + Re (,•.) Im(cj.) (27Q)
- Iz(a9• Re (e) - hIznQ,) Re (c)
and
W, = Re (aj) Ibn(ck.) - Ia(a.) Re (('k) (271)
Similarly. from Equation 265 and 267. the quadratic equation in A is obtained:
1)2Yk 2 + Q2(22 + 1,)
where
P2 = Re(ck) ltm(de) - hn(ck) Rc(,A.) (273)
Q2 = Rc(ak) Im(dW) + Rc(ck) lm(bk)
(274)
- In(ak) Re(t1.-) - Jm(ck) Rc(hj.)
and
"2 = Rc(ap)Inz(hk) - l(00k) Rcthp) (275)
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According to the program source code. if
I', < J . (2-6)
then the root-finder routine uses Equations 264 and 268 to solve for Y., and u,. If the
condition in Equation 276 is not satisfied, then y; and w•, will be determined from
Equations 265 and 272.
I lowever. it should be noted that if Equation 276 is true and if' 11,! approaches
zero. one of the solutions of Equation 20S will become infinite. By the same token, if
Equation 276 is not true and if I P) I approaches zero, one of the solutions of Equation
272 will become infinite. The program (see subroutine quad in Chapter V) prevents such
occurrences by incorporating a test such that the program returns only one solution
when P, or I P_ I approaches zero. i.e.. Equation 26S or 272 reduces to a linac"r
equtation.
On the other hand.. unless both IP I and IP: I become very small, the above
problem could be avoided if I. and v, are determined fiom Equations 265 and 272 when
Eu uation 2"7 is true: otherwise Equations 264 and 26S are used. lhih modification is
recomnmendcd.
A solution of' Equations 265 and 272 or 264 and 26S will be ,alid if' it lies within the
current mesh square. i.e.,
O < )_ < 1 (277)
and
0 < e _ I , (27S)
where z. = (,. e) is the solution.
In addition, the solution must also lie on the line Im(O0=0 currently bring traced.
The test For this condition is derived below.
From Equation 257. Im(f0=0 and Re()=0 are equations of an equilateral hyper-






Let (!, u, be the point at which I nil) Q I)enter the mesh square. I I'
- .) (5 - > S) 12l)
and
((.- )E ) (w- oC) ("C)> (282)
then the solution of' fi(z) lies on the current line.
FIjIure 11) ilListrates the case wvhere z is a proper solution and hi ure II shows the
case where :, is not a proper solution of, f.z) =o.
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D. SOL I O FTl LLR1I QUATON
I'r~C~!~C~101the ýOllltlon of1 the 1 tJ2CLCLjLatliW) ll;e I*Ckfllj-c~l ('Or S1i
I'quaatioiv.2s and '-2.
Con8ýidlr the qLtudratiL Cqut lontl'f .!the F('1r1
ax -4- 2b~ -l = (2S'))
~ I - ~wj 284)
I lI r
aJ
- +F-I\I ~ ] (S7)
(I 4 4) . .....r ~ -- . (28)
1lh us.
"X; L ac + - +
(2S9)
3.2 2)
Factorino out (-Y-) .Equation 2S9 becomes
" i =c- + ;, t
(290)








c - -s-~ + +- . ...... + (2)52h-
Once x, is found. x. can be found fr1oml LI.]uatiOnsl 286 and 287. B-, alddingC Ejlluationls
x, 2 _ (296)
E. NEWTON RAPHSON ITERATION
The zcros of f(l) found I-w the Sheilman and Morlitt routine arc only approxilmate
solu1tions. 'I hle New~ton Raph11SOn iterationl is Lllcd to ilmpro\ C the alCCuracy of the zero
locations. Theli new root. :.is related to the previous roo0t. --.. b\-
4 . - 1297)
"where
Iteration of E-quation 297 is continued unti,--. is smaller than a pre-assigned tolerance.
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IV. SOLUTION OF STOKES' DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
A. STOKES' EQUATION
When the modified ref'ractivity profile is modelled by a series of piecewise linear
segments in the mathematical formulation of wave propagation in a multilaver tropos-
pheric wavcguide environmient. the height gain function in each layer can be obtained
from solution of Stokes' Equation.
L -iq•A l qi k,.(q) = (' ,j=1. 2. (299)
Solutions of Stokes' Equation are commonly given in terms ofAir' function' or in terms
o" modified I lankel functions of order one-third. Several possible solutions exist and the
choice of solution is dependent on numerical and physical considerations. Since Indqt)
is proportional to the attenuation rate of the electromagnetic signal, physical consider-
ations dictate that lm (q) > 0 . In this program. the height gain function is expressed
as a linear combination of k, (q ) and k, (q) which are linearly independent br
]m (q ) (. 0 lhe choice of' k (q ), /k (q,) or equivalently -q ' >'. .l! - q )l is
to assure that at least one of' the two f'unctions do not become very small InumericaZll in
the upper half of the complex q-pl-ne. For the top layer. i.e.. i= I. the boundary condi-
tioil at z - requires that the height gain function represents an outgoing wvave.
1 lence in the topmost layer. h. (q) or equivalently .1i( - q. c -1 is chosen to satisfy\ the
radiation condition.
B. EVALUATION OF AIRY FUNCTIONS
I. General Outline
The algorithm fbr evaluation of complex Airy functions is adopted from Z.
Schulten and [).(G.M. Anderson [Ref 161. Evaluation of the complex f'unction over the
entire z-plane was achieved with a Taylor series and gencralised Gaussian quadrature
mcthod. A Taylor series is uscd only for a small region near the origin within an ellipse
with foci ( -I.5S. 3.95) and W'.28. -2.11). major axis of 9.0 and minor axis of 0.4.
Outside the ellipse, the (Gaussian quadrature approximation i used. The elliptical
boundir% was cLioNei'I to satislk restrictions imposcd by computational methods.
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Anal\ sis of the Airy functionsý need only be done in the upper half complex
plane asý those in thle lower hialt lane,11 Can1 11e conIput d 1 the flOllIN ongconjugate




iliereibre~. an ah-or1ilhm Canl be develope)d to computeM Aiu /) for (e: argo z 3 and,
by conjugacv. :\I( /) For -27,,", < art,-< can he compu,1tedl.
I -o r 2,-/3 < arg z:!• 4,-13. the followin e comincc ion formula. of Airx' functiCons
Can be u~ed:
2. Evaluation byv Tax br Series Expansion
I-or small values of' i. the Airx fuinctoions are evaluated by the series expansion1
IRef. I and -41.
A if) CI .I1f(: - >G. (3(-)-,
and
Ali') C;j :- C2g z .(04
where
f ~ _________ -(305)
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F (:) =




g()= 1  = 3.F \ ) (3k l)'
c2. F31 ;3 
3-
TFie numhicr of terms required for convergence ofth, series is determined by a tolerance




S~ilnIliar test for Cons ergence is implemiciacd for .1i().In thc proram, r. is taken to be
C - (3 13
3. [valuation by Generalised Gaussian Quadrature Method
Integral c~isln- fo AIz 1 ovnblRef. 1(,]
________ - -/)(.V dx
fc r >: Q , are:
"where
and
Ihe function. M.O). is non1-negLative and exponenitially decreasing. The iintegral iM
IAu~tltioll 314 can be eýýILaluatd bV the ueneralised Gaussian quaIZdra~tic approvillation.
Nkhere w, is the quadrature weight and x, is thc absciss~j I leneýc




The quadrature weights, w,, and abscissae. had been calculated by Z. Schulten et al.
[Ref. 161 and are liven in Tables 11 to IV. I hese tables had been used for computation
of single precision values up to seven significant digits.
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Table 2. NUMBER OF TERMIS REQUIRED IN QUADRATURE FORMULA
[JA! ER REF. 161
z nrg z Ai(z)
27r
Iz > <1 1 2 terrns3
271
5 < jz <11 <-- 4 terms3
7T
2.5 < z < 5 < -- 4 terms3
Table 3. 4-TERM! GENERALISEI. GAUSSIAN INTEGRAIION FOR AIRY







Table 4. 2-TERM GENERALISEI) GAUSSIAN INTEGRAIION [OR AIRY




C. EXIENDED COMPLEX ARIIIINI[IflC
The extended complcx arithmetic was introduced by Baumgartmcr in XWV0 to
handle complex numbers of large magnitude to avoid ovcrllow problem,
It was discussed in Section I) of Chaptcr 11 that for large values of Iq , the mawg-
nitudc of k,(q) and k,(q) may become exponentially large or exponentially small.
N'umcrical evaluation of[the modal function of Equation 166 can easily yield com-
plcx numbcrs with magnitudcs as large as 10- 10•" or as small as 10-1°" . Numbers ofthese
magnitudes arc outside the numerical limits of most computcrs.
To overcome this problem, each complcx function, k,(q) (or k, (q)), is rcprcsentcd
by
) k e, (320)
where k, is the complex amplitude and qh is the rcal exponent. In the program. A', is
"rnormalized" such that
- nax[ Pc'(k 1 ) 11(k 1 ) c] (321)
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and • has integer values. By evaluating the complex amplitude and real exponent sepa-
rately. overflow or underflow problems are avoided. Functions expressed in the form
as in Equation 320 are known as extended complex numbers. Numerical manipulation
such as addition and multiplication involving extended complex numbers are performed
in the following manner. If Z, I, e*i and z2 = Z2 e- are two extended complex num-
ber, then their product is
Z - 1 Z2
A e(322)
where
' ^ 2 (323)
and
t + 462 .(324)
The sum of two extended complex numbers is given by








AA A (0 1 ' 2 )z Z2 + zI.e '1 < 02 (328)
and
4= 4, ; 01< 4'2 (329)
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V. DESCRIPTION OF MLAYER PROGRAM ELEMENTS
A short description of the ftinctions of eaclý program element in MLAYER is pro-
vided in this Chapter. The program had been tested and ran successfully on the Micro-
soft FORTRAN version 5.0 compilers and Microsoft C compilers version 5.0. The
maximum number of layers and modes are 35 and 150 respectively. Thcse limits are the
upper bounds for operation on personal computers with 640 kilobytcs o! main memory.
A. MAIN
i. Description
Main is the controlling program element for MLAYER. It calls appropriate
subroutines to calculate modal eigenvalues, mode sum, path loss and radio horizon dis-
tance. Main also calls subroutine wvgstdin to read in data from input filc, lilcin. Thrce
output files are opened, namely, filein.out, filein.eig and filein.plt.
'ilein.out provides a documented output of input parameters and a list of mlo-
dal eigenvalues found in each search rectangle. Filein.out also contains a list of eigen-
values in increasing order of real parts with the corresponding values in the 0-plane and
respective attenuation of each mode in decibels per kilometer.
Filein.eig is an exact replica of the input file except that the parameter, myfile.
is set to one and it contains a list of cigenvalues found. Once filein.eig is created, it can
be used as the input file to re-run MLAYER for various transmitter, receiver range and
height configurations.
Filein.plt contains eight colurmns of data, namely range. transmitter height, re-
ceiver height. coherent mode sum. incoherent mode sum, coherent path loss, incoherent
path loss and radio horizon distance. The data are arranged in this manner to facilitate
graph plotting.
Samples of filein, filein.out, filein.eig and filein.plt are given in Appendix B.
In addition, main also computes the following:
* The derivative of the modified refractivity with respect to z for each layer.
* The derivative of the atmospheric absorption with respect to z for each layer.
* The absorptivity and its derivative with respect to z for each layer.
* The derivative of q with respect to z for each layer.
* The modal attenuation rate for each mode.
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0 The coefficients required for computation of surface roughness.
0 The eigc~nvalues in the 0-plan,:. The eigenvalues in the 0-plane are related to those
in the q,.,-planc by
0 = sinl 1 (330)
The conversion to 0-plane is done solely for comparison of results with other models
where root-search was performed in the 0-plane.
"2. Inputs
Input data are read in by subroutine wvgstdin in the following order:
* filein : Pathname of input file.
* nfile : IF rfi le = 0. read input data and calculate eigenvalues.
If nfile- 1, read input data and cigenvalues.
• fqnv-in : Initial fre'l:ncy in megahertz.
0 delfq : Frequency increment in megahertz.
• nifreq : Number of frequencies for which modes will be found.
* nopol : Ifmpol= 0, wave is horizontally polarized.
If mpol = 1. wave is vertically polarized.
0 aloss Maximum rate of attenuation in decibels per kilometer of modes
that will be found.
• scatmp : Seawater temperature in degrees Celsius.
• seaslt : Seawater salinity in grams of salt per kilogram of seawater.
* iflkab : If iflgab= 0, calculate the height invariant atmospheric absorption.
If iflgab= 1, read in array containing values of atmospheric
absorption at layer boundaries.
0 airtrnp : Air temperature in degrees Celsius at reference height, zref.
Airtmp is used for calculating the height invariant atmospheric
absorption when iflgab= 0.
* rh : Relative humidity in percent at reference height. Used for calculating
the height invariant atmospheric absorption when ifigab =-0.
* wLpm3 : Water concentration in grams per cubic meter at reference height.
Used for calculating the height invariant atmospheric absorption
when iflgab = 0.
0 rmsbht : Rms bump height in meters of the sea surface.
n ztinit : Initial height of transmitter in meters.
* delzt : Height increment of transmitter in meters.
* nzt : Number of transmitter heights at which field strength is to be
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computed.
* zrinit : Initial height ofieceiver in meters.
* delzr : Height increment of receiver in meters.
* nzr : Number of receiver heights at which field strength is to be computed.
• xinit : Initial range separation of the transmitter and receiver in kilometers.
0 dclx : Increment in range separation in kilometers.
* nx : Number of range separation values at which field strength is to be
computed.
* zrcf : Reference height at which air temperature, relative humidity and
water concentration are specified.
9 nzlavr : Number of linear segments used to model the modified refractivity
profile.
0 zi(j) : Array containing values of heights in meters at layer boundaries.
* zim(j) Array containing values of modified refractivity at layer boundaries.
* zigab(j) Array containing values of atmospheric absorption in decibels
per kilometer at layer boundaries.
3. Outputs
The outputs to filein.out (logical file 16) are:
* nrmode : Number of modes found.
* qeigen(j) : Array containing values of modal eigenvalues found in the complexq,.,-plane.
• theta : Complex cigenangle referenced to ground level for each mode.
* atnu : Rate of attenuation in decibels per kilometer for each mode.
"The outputs to filein.eig (logical file 17) are:
* nrmode : Number of modes found.
* qeigen(j) : Array containing values of modal eigenvalues found in the complex
q,.,-plane.
The outputs to filein.plt (logical file 15)
* cems : Coherent mode sum field strength relative to free space in decibels.
* cims : Incoherent mode sum field strength relative to free space in decibels.
• cCpl : Coherent mode sum path loss in decibels.














The call to subroutine scah2o was conimentcd out in revision 3.0 of the pro-
gram. To use the subroutine, remove the comnent statement. Subroutine ao2h2o was
disabled by setting iflgab to one. To enable ao2h2o. set illgab to zero.








Subroutine abcocf calculates the coefficients, A, and B,, of the height gain
function given by Equations 25 and 28. Computations of the cocflicients are done in
extended complex arithmetic. Thc normalizing integral of Equation 77 is also evaluated.






it can be secca that the denom'inator of EquAI o n 3 31 is Identical to that or Equation 77.
InI calculatin2L the coeffic:ients. the deckison to intqirate up or down is deter-
mined by the rate ofl attenuation gixen by
art = Rc[prn] x 201 log c x Io' dBikn (333)
If the attenuation rate is urcatcr than 0. 1 d13 kmi. upward Integration is performed, oth-
erwise downward intceration is carried out.
At the samne time, the subroutine also chiecks for evanescence using Equations
153 through 156 for upward' integration and Equations 162 throughý11 165 lor downward
in tegcra t10n.
2. Caling statement
The subrou~tine Is called by the statement
Call abcoef (/.ro. nil.
3. Inputs
The input variables are
*zero An eigenvalue in the q,1 -plane.
* m Mode number.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
*acoefa(i.n): Two dimensional array element of complex amplitude of A in the
i," layer ani n mode.
*acoef'e(i~ni) I'wo dimensional array element of real exponent of A in the
i" laver and nr:( mode.
S2
" bcoeni u: Two dirnensiond aray clement of complex anpitude of B in the
iý laver and m: mode.
" bcoCcl'(i.ni) * Two dincitional a rrey lement of r CJ exponent of B in tlje
i laeve and mi miod,.












This subroutine adds two extended real num bers according, to the following
equation:
Z ZI + (334)
where
z - C exp(z,) (335)
z, zla exp(:Ie) (336)
and
:= z2a exp(z,2C) (337)
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call addx (/a. /e. 71a. 11e. z2a. .2e).
S3
3. Inputs
The input Nariablcs are
"* zIa : cRal amplitude of the extended real number.
"* zlc : Real exponent Of the Cxtended rCeal number, -.
"* z2a Real amplitude of the extended real number.
"* z2e Real exponent of the extended real nuinbcr.
4. Outputs
The output variables arc
"* za Real amplitude of the extended real number, z.
"• ze Real exponent of the extended real number. z.








This subroutine calculates the atmospheric absorption coefficient in decibels
per kilometer due to the quantum mechanical resonances of oxvgen molecules and water
vapour. Computed values are good For frequencies in the range I Ghz to 1000 GI lz.
2. Calling statement
'he subroutine is called b,' the statement
Call ao2h2o (atmabs, flhz, tc, rh. zm, wgpm3).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
* fhz 1 requcncy in Ilertz.
* tc Temperature in degrees Celcius.
* rh Relative hunmidity in percentage.
• zm I lcioht above sea level in meters.
S4
* wFil pI. Water concentra ti oi In igrams per cubic meter at reference height.
4. Output
Ihe output variable is
* atnubs :.\tmosphctric absorption coel'kiment in decibel, per kilomcter.




7. Common block area
E. SU!BROUTINE C1IKNIOD
1. Description
This subroutine checks for modul CigIenvalues with zero value and discard them.
A zero-value Cigenvaluc may somctinIes lead to a divide-by-zero error in the mode sum
calculation.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call ch'.kmod (qeigen. nrmode).
3. Inputs
"The input variables are
"* qeigen(j) Array containing location of modal eigenvalues in the complex
~- pla te.
"• nrmode Number of modes.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
" qceigcn(j) Arrav containing location of non-zero eigenvalues in complex
q.. 1-planc.
" nrmode Number of modes.
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• Calling program element
6. Subroutine called
• 11011C




"1lhis subroutine evaluates the modal function determinant of Equation 47 in
extended complex arithmCtic. The aleorithm iS discussed in Section L of 11ap.cr II.
2. (ailing statement
I he subroutine i" called by the statement
Call detr (deta. dete. nzlavr. d. de. dpl, dple, dml. dmle. dp2. dp2e. dm2. dm2c).
3. Inputs
I lhe input vari-ables are
"* nzlavr Number ol'lincar segments used to model the modified reflactivity
profile.
"* d Array containing complex amplitudes of elements along the rijain
diaconal of the modal function determinant.
SAtrryv containing real exponents of element, along the main
diagonal of the modal function determinant.
* dpi Array containing complex ampiitudcs of elements along the dijagomll
one above the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
"* dple Array containing real exponents of elements along the diagonal one
above the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
"* dm1l Arrav containing complex amplitudes of elements along the diagonal
one below the main diagonal of the modal function deter'minant.
"* dmle Array containing real exponents of elements along the diagonal one
below the main diagonal of the modal function detcrrminant.
Sdp2 :Array contaming complex amplitudes of elements along the diagonal
two above the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
* dp2e Array containing real exponents of elements along the diagonal two
above the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
0 dim2 Array containing complex amplitudes of elements along the diagonal
two below the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
0 dmn2e Arrav containing real exponents of elements along the diagonal two
below the miainl did canal of the modal, funiction determinantLI.
4. Outputs
IL I lie out put variables arle
*deta :CompleýIX am1plitUde Of the 1odZ1l fun cIti on.
"* dete0 Real exponient of' the modal funtimonl.




7. Coimmon block area
* none
G;. SUB3ROUT INE DIIORIZ
1. Description
The SUb~routineI calcula'Ltes the radio horizon distance between the tranismitter
:RS
where a is, the radius' of the earth,.a and an ~are the receiver and transmitter height-
2. 'a~lhing statement
Thle suibroutine is called by the statement
Caill dhoriz (dhv., zrcv-r. zxnitr).
3. Inputs
T he input variables are
"* zrc%,r Receiver heighut in meters.
* ~ ~ r znt rsritter hicihlt in meters.
4. Output
I hle ou~tput variable isr
"* dhz, Radio hovi/on distance in kilomecters.
S








This subroutine evaluates the modal function determinant and its derivative in
extended complex arithmetic. Values of thc modal function determinant and its deriva-
tive are required by the Newton-Raphson root-finding routine. The methods For evalu-
ating the modal function determinant and its derivative arc discussed in Section F of
Chapter II.
2. Calling statement
"The subroutine is called by the statement
Call dxdetr (dcta. dete. dxdcta. dxdete. nzlayr, d. de. dpl. dple, dm1. dmlc. dap2. Up2e.
din2. dm2e. dxd. dxde. dxdp1. dxdplIe. dxdm l. dxdmIlc. dxdp2. dxdp2e. dxdm2, dxdi12c).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
"* ntlavr Number of linear segments used to model the modified refractivity
profile.
"* d •Arrav containing complex amplitudes of elements along the main
diagonal of the modal function deIti miaihut.
"* de Array containing real exponents of elements along the main
diagonal of the modal function determinant.
" pd I I Array containing complex amplitudes of elements along the diagonal
one above the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
" dple Array containing real exponents of elements along the diagonal one
above the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
" dml Array containing complex amplitudes of elements along the diagonal
one below the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
" dnile Array containing real exponents of elements along the diagonal one
below the main diagonal of the modal function deterninant.
" dp2 Array containing complex amplitudes of elements along the diagonal
two abovc the main diagonal of the modal function determinant.
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_ ~ e Array eonta111iii1 .: real \jpollcllt of, ellements aloneL the k! A!tO o
ZOc the 010n 1111,111 o theC 11o011 functiondeen;i
* dm2 a\ CO a~iifC0,111ple\ aipicdso lemenlts an tl~e d1L~illi
tW elowtile manj, 0ieoalo tile 111J,11 JUlL6ci011trr;fl~~
"* dnie~ ;\rraV contaiiune rcil vcpC Onet't C! elemený:It' ale:; U di h1 t\X
belIO 01w the 1,1 matoWa eOnai Of tile mo1l,1 I LImctI oi dciern)IIna 1t.
"* d\d Arrav contaiimiin co mple\ np~ ie of the drai' sof tile
elements alone the mlain dliacorial1 of thle IMoJdl function01- dCMtertij1,1U.
"* dxde Array Cont'aining real e\p~onenlts of the der.li\ tl\c Cs l thle ceme~nen,
ailone, the minin daoni 0id of the modal [LUILTnonl determIII-inant
"* dxdpl Array contalining cc mplc\ amlph t odes of' the derivattl Ces of' thle
elemnents alongL the diIcnLý011 One above Ic ma1 n d1he1111 of the
mno"dl functionl determinlanlt.
"* J.\ Jr I c Array con~aininm- real e-,I-nwot's of the derivaIti\ es of* tie
elemni'ts aiolle the dia~conalý one ab11o\ e thu maliln dViaeonall- of, thek
modal11 fuLnctionl dctcillnn: int.
"* d\dln I Array containing cormple\ a111MlItudS of' tile derI-I ati% es, of tIl'
elemenlltsý alons thle da onlýll one belowV thle ma 1 Onaf the
imodal fuinction Jet ornil mIan t1.
"* dx\dmnli Ae i ray conralnine- real exprc~nen is of' the denj 'I1 C, \e of, th;e denIenIC~t
aLons- the diac1ýonlal onle below, thle main11 dIIac onal of' thle m-odAl
"* dxdlp2 Airrax containing eo inpleIx amplitudes, Of thle devtix eý of' thel
clement s al orL thle dIa conal two aboveI thle ma1 in d a onl'-01 of' the
1110d,1l ILUIet iOn 6CI-1tcrilldint.
"* d.\Jp 2e c Arraý containfing real exp-onents of' the deri\ati\ es cif the elemencrts
alone'- thle iaorltwo abovec the main dia' conal of' thle nioda I
fuinctionl determinant.
"* dx J I12 Arrayi eOnt,11iniis -o i n-liamlittudes Of t!he dcrix ative' 2
elements alonsL the dia canal two below the main dia cona of the
mlodal hineition determinanl~t.
"* dxdm2e Array containing real cxponcnts of the derivatives, o! the elements
alonsL the diaconal two below thc main diaconal of the modal
f'unction. determinant.
4. Outputs
The Output variables aire
* detw Complex amplitude of the modal functionl.
* dete :Re-d exponent of the modal functionl.
* d~dcta :Complex amplitude of- the derivative of' the modal unctilonl.
* dxdete Real e\ponenit of' the derivative of' the modal function.








This subroutine calculates the values of the elements in the matrix of the modal
function of Equation 47 and invokes subroutine detr to evaluate the nic-al function. The
subroutine shifts the imaginary part of q,., by qshifi so that the real axis will not fall on
the mesh line of the search rectangle set up by the Shellman-Morfitt routine. This allows
the zeros on the real axis to be located. It is known that zeros near or on the negative
real axis contribute significantly to the fields within a duct.
Hlowevcr, the shift implies that the Shellman-Morfitt routine will search for
zeros of lIA (tj1 instead of IIA(q,.,)!l where
t =.1 -- ql, - j q/shif (339)
To compensate for the error, the shift back to q,,, is done in subroutine fndmod for all
zeros found.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call fctvlx (qi lin, deta, dete).
3. Input
The input variable is
* ql lin Location in the complex q,*1-plane where the modal function is to
be evaluated.
4. Outputs
The output variable are
e deta : Complex amplitude of the modal function.
* dete : Real exponent of the modal function.
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This subroutine calculates the values of the elements in the matrices of
I4A(q,.I1 and .--- IIA(q,.,)Il and then invokes subroutine dxdctr to evaluate the modal
q.j IIfunction and its derivative. The subroutine also shifts the imaginary part of q,,, by qshift
as in subroutine fctvlx. It is similarly compensated by a "shift-back" in subroutine
fndmod.
2. Calling statement
"The subroutine is called by the statement
Call fdfdtx (q 1 Iin. deta, dete, dxdeta, dxdete).
3. Input
The input variable is
Sqllin Location in the complex q1.,-plane where the modal function and its
derivative is to be evaluated.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
0 deta : Complex amplitude of the modal function.
* dete : Real exponent of the modal function.
* dxdcta : Complex amplitude of the derivative of the modal function.














The incorporation of the effects cf surflice rouehness into the mathematical
model results in discontinuity of the moda. function along the imaginary q,.,-axis . The
Shellman-Morlitt routine will f'ail if the edge of the search rectangle lies on the imaginary
axis.
Subroutine findl\ will determine if any edge of the search rectangle is on the
imaginary axis. If so. a small (,fli~ of 1 x 10 is introduced. If the left edge is on the
imaginary axis, then the modal function is evaluated at Rc(q,.,) = + u/cl. If the right
edge is on the imaginary axis. the modal function is evaluated at Rc(q,.) = - asc.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call findfx (jr, ji, f. ft. deft. tright).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
"* jr Real part of the mesh square coordinates in mesh units.
* ji Imaginary part of the mesh squares coordinates in mesh units.
* left Real part of q.' at the left edge of the search rectangle.
* trieht Real part of q,, at the right edge of the search r'ectaleC.
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4. Outputs
1he out put variableý; arC
Sf: Complex amplitude of the modal Ilinction.
f: Real exponent of the modal funtioni.








This subroutinc sets up the rectaiigular region in the complcx q:.,-plane for the
Shellman-M orlitt root finding routine to locate lie zeros of the modal function.
The initial search rectangle is set uip with
• the left edge ofrectangle. tlcft.= o.
• the riJht edge of rectanzle. triyht = tieff. + tstep. where tstep is the length of the
rectan 21 e.
* the top of the rectangle. ttop given by lRef. 5]
"- [(~ )23 30ttop = " × o JIc..\oc R,, I ) : (34 )
where Aloss is the maximum attenuation rate in decibels per kilometer of those
modes to be found.
* the bottom of the rectangle, tbot = - tol. where tol is the tolerance to which zeros
are to be located.
In order that the zeros on the real axis can be located, a small ofliet of qshift
is introduced in subroutines fdfdtx and fctvlx so as to avoid having a mesh line on the
real axis. This offset is corrected in the subroutine fildniod by the statement
zeros(A) = zeros(k) - j qshfi (3.41)
After the initial rectangle has been searched for zeros of the modal function, a
new search rectangle is set up to the left of the initial rectangle. If no zero is found in
three consecutive seaich rectangles, the search for roots to the left of the initial rectangle
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is stopped. F-ndmnod next forms search rectangles to the right of the initial rectangles.
If no zero is found in three consecutive search rectangles, the search for roots to the
right of the initial rectangle is stopped.
Since subroutine fzerox extcnds the search rectangle by one mesh unit on all
sides. lfodmod also checks for and eliminates all zeros outside the current search
rectamnle.
After all the zeros have been found. fnidmod sorts them in order of increasing
real parts and stores them in the array called zeros.
"There are two versions of fnidmod. namely, fiidmod2O.for and tIdmodSO.for.
I ndmodSO sets tip a smaller mesh and takes longer time to find the modes. IlndmodS0
should be used only if flldmod20 fails to find all modes.
2. Calling subroutine
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call fndmod (qeigen, nrmode. dmdz. detadx, zim. nzlayr, aloss, waveno).
3. Inputs
"The input variables are
• dmdz Array containini values of
* detadz :Array containing values of'-
Szim: Array containing values of M(z) at layer boundaries.
• nzlavr : Number of linear segments used to model the modified refractivity
profile.
• aloss Maximum attenuation rate (in decibels per kilometer) of modes to
be found.
• waveno Wave number.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
* qeigen Array containine the zeros of the modal function.
* nrmode Actual number of modes found.
Q4
" C ('ailing program element
6. Subroutine called
D ferox





Subroutine fzerox is the nuin subroutine used for lindinm, the zeros of a com-
plex function using the Sliclnman-Mlorlitt routine as descri bed in Chapter Ill. "/crox
will convert tile coordinates of the search rectangle edges into mesh unit- and proceed
withl the search for sign changmes of I m() f 0 along each edge. 1 he maxuiium number of
crossings of' Im(i) =allowed with any edge of the search rectangle is IA.
IFzerox allows a maximum number. maxnsq. of mesh squares to lie on any one
phase curve. lmI(f/=0. Ifthis number is exceeded, the program will reduce the mesh size
by one-half and start over. If the problem per afts er the mesh size has been reduced
by nuaxnt times. an error message will be written to the output file and the program
stops. In the program. maxnq is set at four times the number of mesh squares along the
lon,,eest side of the search rectangle.
l[zerox also checks for modes found on the same phase line. If so. the program
will reduce the mesh size and start over. If the problem remains after mesh size has been
reduced by 2.... times. an error message will be written to output file and the program
will stop.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call Fzerox (tleft. tright. tbot. ttop, tinsho, tol. rnprint. zeros).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
* tleft Value of the real part of z at tlh left edge of search rectangle.
* tright Value of the real part of z at the right edge of search rectangle.
* tbot Value of the imaginary part of z at the bottom edge of the search
rectanlIc.
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" ttop Value of the imaginary part of z at the top edge of the search
rectangle.
"* tnisho Initial si/e ol'the mesh square.
"* tol Tolerance to which ,eros are to be found. Zeros located closer than
tol cannot be distinluished.
"r eprint A flag for debusgi-n, output. If meprint = 0. no debugging will be
given. Y, lprint = I will activate debugging printout.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
" zeros Array containing the complex 7eros of f(z) in the specified
search rectangle in the complex z-plane.
" nri7 The actual number of complex zeros of f(z) found.










"This subroutine evaluates the normalized height gain function given by
Equation 77.
2. Calling Statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call htgain (htga. htge. zero, z, ni).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
* zero Modal eigenvalue in q,-space for mode m.
z I leight (in meters) above ground at which height gain is to be
evaluated.
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* •n Mode index.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
* htga Complex height gain flictor in extended arithmetic.
I htge Real height gain exponent in extended arithmetic.










"This subroutine calculates the field strength relative to free space given by
Equations 100 and 101.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call nmodsum (cms., emns. xm, rngf*tc, zr. zt. qeigen. ncount).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
* xm Range in meters.
* rngfac Range factor calculated in the main program,
• zr Receiver height in meters.
* zt :I ransmitter heiht in meters.
• qeigen Array containing cigenvalues in q,.,-space.
• ncount Counter set in the main program to avoid unnecessary calulations of
acoefa. acoefe. bcoelti and bcoeoe. If ncount= 1. subroutine
modsum will call subroutine abcoef, otherwise subroutine
inod.um vwill compute modesurn only.
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,4. Outputs
1 he output variables are
* ecis Coherent field strength relative to free space.
* cims Incoherent field strength relative to free space.













Subroutine nomshx takes the approximate locations of the complex zeros of
f(z) provided by fzerox and improves the accuracies of the zero locations using New-
ton-Raphson iteration.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call nomshx (tol. zeros. nrz).
3. Inputs
"The input variables are
"* tol The tolerance to which zeros are to be located. Zeros located closer
than tol cannot be distinguished.
"* zeros Array containing the approximate locations of the complex zeros of
" Ilz).
* nrz T he number of complex zeros stored in array zeros.
4. Output
1 L- out put varia ble is
* zeros ..\Ai array containing the iterated values of the complex zeros olffzf.








This subroutine "norman /es" the complex extended numbers. z za exp(zc) suCh that
cxp ( -lE.O < max [ Rc(:a) I .lm(--o) I expi .O) (342)
and ze has intecer values.
2. Calling statement
The program !s called by the statement
Call norme (za. ze).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
* za Complex amplitude of the extended complex number. z.
* zc Real exponent of the extended complex number. z
4. Outputs
The output variables are
za : Complex amplitude of the "normalized" extended complex number,
Z.
ze Real exponent of the "normalized" extended complex number, z.






7. Common block area
R. SUBROUTINE NORM RE
1. Description
This subroutine "normalizes" the real extended number. z = za exp(ze, such
that
exp .-l0) _ • - xp(+l.(' (3-4()
and ze h'I i"'Itecer value",
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statcn'ielit
Call nornme vza, ze).
3. Inputs
The input variables are
0 za Real amplitude of the real extended number. z.
• ze Real exponent of the reml extended number. z.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
• za Real amplitude of the "'normalized" real extended number. 7.
• ze Real exponent of the "normalized" real extended number, z.









This subrou`1.tinle fijids thie roots of the quadi ate equation of the formn Liven by
E'quationl 2s3. If' I gIv-enl III Equation S5is less than 0.S. the roots arc comiputedl with
Equattions~ 295 anld 296. Otherwise LEquations 2,S6 and 2S7 are used.. Inl addition, if
+< IWm' . subr-outine quad returns only I Solution given by Li quationl 295.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statemencit
Call quad (a. b. e. sol, nrsol. mprint 1.
3. Inputs
The input variables, are
* a The coefllcient of x- in the quadratic equationl.
*b Thle coefficient of' 2x in the .fuadratic equation.
*c Thle constant term in the qtiadraytic equation.
-4. Outputs
T1he1 ou~tpu1t variables are
* Sol .An array containinLe thle real roots of the quadratic equation.
* nrsol IThe number of real rootsý foun11d.
Sniprint A flag f-or deugn.If mprint is not equal to 7ero, values Of thle
coefficients a, b, and. c will be written to filc.out.








This subroutine evaluates thc real cffectivc relative dielectric constanit and thle
real efkectve conductivity of seawater as a function of temperature. salinity and fre-
quency. Thle program is based onl the equations, presented in sc~tion G1 of"Chapter 11.
2. Calling statement
The subrout inc is called bx the statement
Call scah2o (sigelE Cepli,. t. s, freq .
3. Inputs
The input variables are
"* t Temperature of seawater in decree Celcius.
"* s Salinity of seawater in grams of salt per kilogram of seawater.
"• Frcq rIrequcncy in I lertz.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
"* sigcfl : Real eflective conductivity in siemens per meter.
"* epsel" Real effective relative dielectric constant.








This subroutine evaluates 7; and when surfhce roughncss is included in the
model.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call surf (q 11, gamma. dgamdq).
3. Input
"The input variable is
q I I Location in the complex q,,rplanc where the modal Function and its
derivative are to be evaluated.
4. Outputs
'he output variables are
g* ammI : This is ,., given by Lquation 1,80 and 192 for horizontal and vertical
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puldiriationl respectivýely.
*~~~ Pr~~ I~ s given Iv, LqLuations I Y and 193 f r hori/ontal and
ver tlkal polarization resýpec:tively.




*I Lii ictionl (:CseLII





ThiW subrou01tine evaluiates the Airy fuinction. Ai/.and its decrivative. . .for
Complex z InI extco~ded comlplex arithmletic for
-~~ • arc()• V.(.4
"IThe subroutine will test if' z"~ is within the ellipse with foci (-1 5S. 3.)ý)5) and
(0.28. -2,11 ) major axis of 9.0 and minor axis of 6.4. If' /* is within thle ellipse. xainlee-
wvill Invoke XCdait to crn~pute the Airy function and its derivative with a lavlor series.
Otherwise xainieq invokes xcdaig which uses the Gjaussian quadrature method.
2. Calling statement
Thie subroutine is called by the statement
Call xaineg (z, aia. aie. daia. daic L
3. Input
The input vairioble
7 A value inl the complex1C. 7-p-1li e at Nxx ich the Airy function and its
derivative are to he computed.
4. Outpuh
* a ia C niplex amplitude of' Au / ) in extended complex arithmetic.
* aic Real expoiieit of A / in extended complex arithmetic.
* ii Ia Complcx aniplit tide of' A i ' (I I in extended complex a nth metic.
* daje Real exponent of Ai' (il in extended complex arithmetic.









This subroutine evaluates t lie ;\ ir function. A ii / 1. and its deriva ti\ e. A i I z in
extended complex arithmetic for
0 < are):)  - (345)
The subroutine will test if / is within the ellipse with foci ( - I .58. 3.95 and
tO.28. -2. If L major axis of 9.0 and minor axis of 6.4. If z is within ellipse. xaipos will
invoke cdait to compute the Airx flinction and its derivatix e with a Tax br series. Oth-
erwise xaipos invokes xcdaig which uses the Gaussian quadrature method.
2. Calling statement
1 he subroutine is called by the statement
Call Naipos (z. aia. aic. daia. daic).
3. Input
The input variable is
* / A value in the complex ,-planc at whiTh the Airx function and its
4I. Oulpuls
*0j~C aiu1-IMJ (ope ipieOf' AI(/) InI C\tCndCJ Coiupj-1!X Zrilhirli!rC.
Me i Rca I cv\onenlt of .\ ý/) InI ext ended, con i;le\ Iri U n etic.
*daia Complex amplitudc of',.\]'(/) In extended complex arItlimct ic.
* d,1ie Real exponlent of' Ai Iin extciided comllplex arithmlc ili.





The Sicsbroutinle is thc driving program inl the evaluation of the Aii rx I'IM.eti on
AIoI'. and It,, derivative. Ai ,'/). If'
0 < ,reIcI z
xcdail invokes xaipos to compute AlV/) ind A\I( and Invokes NainegI to L011111MCt
.1. cc - and . 1 i(-c It then uses the Connection formu~la Of' A ir aC t ion inl
Lqulition '-(.2 arnd its derivative to compute .1 cc : ) and . fc
- :sý are() 0 (347)
\cdaiI invokes xaipor% to compute A'i(-o 23)anid , l'(ztc 2 . It also invokes xwineo to





- < ar g <) - 7 (314)
xcdai calls xaipos to compute Ai(:e ) and Al'i'(: - ). It also calls xaincg to com-
pute 2i -:" 3) and Ai'(ze 2 . It then uses the connection formula to compute Ai(/)
and Ai /ZL.
If
"-- <arg(:) a . (35(f
xcdai calls xaipos to compute Ai(z: and Ai3 (l and calls xaineg to Conpute i( c-.')
and I,,'(- n .d '-) It then uses the connection formula to conpute .,ize - and
II.
-C < ar,() < ) (351
Ncdai calis xaipos to compute Ai(:ec':3) and A.i'(zc ':'-) .It also calls xaincg to compute
Ai 1) and ,.i'(z). It thcn uses the connection formula to compute .-liize -. '•) and
.li'(c -" )
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statemcnt
Call xcdai (z. aia. ale, daia. daic. aipa. aipe. daipa. daipc. aima.
aimc. daima. dairnci.
3. Input
The input variable is
* z A value in the complex z-plane at which the Airy function ,,2 ."
dcrivativc are to be computed.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
aia (Complcx amplitude ofAi(z) in extended arithmetic.
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0 aie Real exponent of Ai(z) in extended complex arithmetic.
* daia Complex amplitude of Ai'(z) in extended complex arithmetic.
0 daic Real exponent of Ai'(z) in extended complex arithmetic.
• aipa Complex amplitude of Ai(zes'-,,3) in extended complex arithmetic.
* aipe Real exponent of Ai(ze a,) in extended complex arithmetic.
* daipa Complex amplitude of Ali'(zcJ2,'3) in extended complex arithmetic.
* daipe Real exponent of Ai'(Zei'.,!3) in extended complex arithmetic.
a aima Complex amplitude of Ai(ze -J23) in extended complex arithmetic.
• aime Real exponent of Ai(ze-J1nj3) in extended complex arithmetic.
0 daima Complex amplitude of.Ai'(ze -J2",3) in extended complex arithmetic.
* daime Real exponent of Ai'(:e-J2,3) in extended complex arithmetic.










The subroutine computes the Airy function, Ai(z), and its derivative, Ai'(z), in
extended arithmetic using the Gaussian quadrature method.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call xcdaig (z, aia, aic, daia, daic).
3. Inputs
The input variables is
* z : A value in the complex z-planc at which the Airy fulnction and its
derivative are to be computed.
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•4. Outputs
The output variables arc
"* aia Complex amplitude of'Ai(z) in extended arithmetic.
"Z ale Real exponent ofAl(z) in extended complex arithmetic.
"* daia Complex amplitude ofAi'(z) in extended complex arithmetic.
"* dale Real exponent of Ai(z) in extended complex arithmetic.









The subroutine computes the Airy function. Ai(7), and its derivative. Ai'(z), in
extended arithmetic using a Taylor series expansion.
2. Calling statement
The subroutine is called by the statement
Call xcdait (z. aia. ale. daia. dale).
3. Input
The input variable is
"* z A value in the complex z-plane at which the Airy function and its
derivative are to be computed.
4. Outputs
The output variables are
"* aia Complex amplitude of Ai(z) in extended arithmetic.
"* aie Real exponent of Ai(z) in extended complex arithmetic.
"* daia Complex amplitude of Ai'(z) in extended complex arithmetic.
"* daie Real exponent of Ai*(/. in extended complex arithmetic.
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I'uinCttiOii casin evahuates the complcx arcsine of a complex number. z. with the
equation
sin-' (z) -j In [(1 1i2 +,i:] (352)
The Function is called by the statement
casin (z.
The function is used in the main program to convert the eigenvalues from
q:-plane to O-plane.
2. Function csech2
[unction cscch2 evaluates the square of the hyperbolic secant of a complex
number. z. with the equation
sech 2 (2) (353)
e12 + 2+e-'
The function is called by the statement
csech2 (z).
It is used in subroutine surf for evaluating -- z -7- - andSqj., c'qj., cq,, c'qj.•
(see Section F, Chapter II).
3. Function ctanh
Function ctanh evaluates the hyperbolic tangent of a complex number. z. with
the equation
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tanh (:1= - -
C C-
16r I R(I:) > 10 2 54
I
or I It(z) >
10 V 2
or
1 3 2 s 17 6 9tanh z 3 + 1 z + 2S ..
1fo r [R(,(:),[ 1•:. .•-(3 55,)
or" I/m(:.)l _
The function is called by the statement
ctanh (z).
It is used in subroutine surf for evaluating a. b, - ,b and their derivatives.
4. Function ibstrip
Function ibstrip finds the length of a character string by removing all trailing
spaces from the end of the string and returns the number of characters in the stripped
string.
The function is called by the statement
ibstrip kinst, outst).
where inst is the input string and outst is the stripped string.
The function is used in the main program to check the length of the filename.
AB. NILAYER SUPPORTING PROGRAMS








"* wNvestd ill. for
1. I Ia yer.niak
*1hIs is the makefile for the creation of nia2f) anid mlaS() programs ,. .\1a20 uscs
Subroutine f~hdmod2().fobr to set up the rectangular search regioni whereas ml~aS() uses
fndrnodSO.f hr.
M layerima k compiles and liniks all program elements anid creates iinla2f.cxe anid
ni-laSo~exe for the execution of NILIAYLR program with either mla20 or mAIaSO.
To compile and link NILAYLR. type
ninake rnlayerninak
Ninake will _)mpare the modification dates of the target files (e.g.. object and executable
files) with those of the depenldent files (e.g.. source files). If any of the dependenit files
has been chanieed recently. i.e.. the modification dates of' the dependent files are more
recent than thie target files. nmnake will execute the commandms in nilaycermak to update
the target files. Nmake updates only thioe outdated target files.
To execute NILAYER program. t.%pe
nmla 2o. < inifile
to execute the nxla2o 'version. In~ile is the namne of the input file which can be either filein)
or fileff~inei. If filein is used. NILAYER will search For all modes of propagation. If fi-
lein.eig is uIsed. NI LAYLRP will compu)Lte the rnodsuI11 and path loss Without a search for
the modes.
2. WNvgclean .mak
1This is the mnakehile for the creation ol wveclean.exe
3. Wivgstrip.niak
This is the mnakcfile for the creation of w%-gstrip.exe.
4. WNvgclean.c
WNvicleanmc adds comment or descriptors to each datumn line in filein and fi-
lein.cig. This will help in editHing.
To execute the programn, type
NNvNclean < fdlein.eii > temp
ren temp filein.eig
5. Wivgstrip.for
NVgstrip.for remov-es comments or descriptors that are added by wNvgclean.c.
To execute the prograin. txpe
wxgsrip~ ficjnei~> temlp
I Cf teilly filcill.cig
6. Wv~gstdin. for
WNvestdin.f'or reads input data lronm filcin or filcin.cig on execution oF the
NI LAYER program.
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VI. DISCUSSIONS AND RECO ,MMENDATIONS
A. ASSESSMIENT OF NILAYER
N1 LAYER was developed with the intention of providing a program which is ca-
pahle of locating all propagating modes with attenuation rates below a specified value.
1 lowever. the price of this capability is the extremely long execution time. For instance,
a 2-meter evaporation duct takes approximately 3 hours and 2(0 minutes (on an IBM
PS 2 model So with an Intel S0386 processor at 16 MIllz) to locate 9 modes with atten-
uation rates less than 5 decibels per kilometer. A 14-meter evaporation duct takes about
6 hours to locate 94 modes with attenuation rates below 2.1 decibels per kilometer.
Samples of output data are found in Appcndix B.
Calculations of field strength and path loss with NIL AYLR were found to a1ree
favourably with experimental measurements [Rcf'. 17 and 181. Typically. the model un-
derestimates the measured values by about 10 dil. The sources of' discrepancies were
probably due to the validity of the surface roughness model and the assumption of lat-
eral homogeneity of the medium.
In the following sections, proposed areas for etihancement of the capabilities of
NILAYER are discussed.
B. SURFACE ROUGHNESS MlODIEL
The surflace roughness model used in \I LAYERIt is based on the Kirchhoff approx-
imation which is a single scattering theory. This model is only valid for gently undulating
surfaces where shadowing of incident and scattered fields are negligible. When shadow-
ing cannot be neglected, the Kirchhoff approximation tends to overpredict the scattered
energv which leads to erroneous results.
Shadowing occurs when inconmýing or outgoing rays are blocked by the rough sur-
face. This leaves some area of the surface in shadow. This efl-ect is associated with mul-
tiple scattering. Therefore. to account for shadowing, multiple scattering interactions
must be included in the model.
A more accurate model called the phase perturbation technique was introduced by
Winebrenner and Ishimaru IRef. 19]. The phase perturbation theory incorporates all the
multiple scatterings required for shadowing of the incident field. The theory is based on
the extinction theorem which is a consequence of Green's theorem [Ref. 20. In Refer-
ence 19. numerical results of the phase perturbation bistatic scattering. cross section were
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compared with exact numerical results. In thc region examined, it wvas founed that tlhe
results of the phasc perturbation technlique agree with the exact results Cx.\ept at low
grazimg a ngles.
Thc phase pertu~rbation technique is valid f~or a wider range of applications. it was
shown in Refecren'ce 19 that the reflection and backscatterine coeflicients reduce to that
of the KirchofV" approximation whcn l1A> 1. i.e.. for gently undulating surfaces. where
l is the length and ,;. is the wavelength of the incident wav e.
C. LATERAL I1OMOGENEITY OF REFRACTIVITY PROFILE
In *I LAYER. the refractive index is assumed to vary only with height. Although
this assumption appears to be adequate most of the time [Ref: 17]. there are incidents
where the validity of lateral homogeneity was cited as a possible reason for discrepancies
between observations and predicted results [Ref: 18 and 211.
For refractivity profile that varies along the path. the laterally inhomogen~eous
structures can be approximated by several homogeneous sections. The exchange oF en-
ergy between the propagating modes at the boundary of two sections are analyzed by
mode-conversion techniques [Ref'. 221.
D. FIELD CONTRIBUTION FROM Tli-e SOURCE
In the formulation of the propagation model. NI1[ LAYER neglects the con~tribution
from thle direct wave of the source. This approximation is good for ranges niear or be-
xond the horizon where the major field contributions are from the reflected waves. For
rangees well within the horizon, the contribution fromi the direct wave is significant and
should not be ignored. Hence. f'or w~ave propagation in the interference region, the co-
efficients. ,,, and B,. of Equations 31 and 32 must be obtained fr-om the solutions of
Equation 461(. At the same time, the surface wave field contribution from the integral of
the contour. C'2 , in Equation 73 may become significant.
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V11. CONCLUSION
Ml LAYER is ai Ueful research tool For condJuctine Case Studies over a lare dvnamic,
range of frequenIcics. Calculation of field strength and path loss arc in ag~reement with
observations for frequcincies From 63 Mh~lz to 94 GlI lz Ref'l 17 and 1 Si. It can serve as a
vardstick against which results of'other quicker but less accurate models such as I REPS
[Ref 23] and ILRIJIS [ Ref' 241 are compared. In addition, thle mul.1tipic (as Opposed to
trilhnear, piecewise linear refr-activity profile makes it possible to inodel the simultaneCous
occurricce of an evaporation duct and elevated ducts.
F-inally. modifications of' NI LAYER to incorporate conditions of hiori/ontal heter-
oLceneitx of' rel'ractivitv, effects of source contribution and an imnproved mc J_1z"l- o('
Surfa~ce roughness as discussed in Chazpter VI are recommended to fully e~xploit its ca-
pabilities. These are oppo'rtunities openied for further Studies.
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APPENDIX A. REPRESENTATION OF k, (q) AND k, (q) IN TERMS OF
MODIFIED IIANKEL FUNCTION OF ORDER ONE-THIRD
I-he Airy function is related to the modified Bessel function of the third kind of or-
der one-third by the following equation [Rel. 4-1:
A2i(q) - (±)12i q3(q2 (356)
where
K., (q) = j*_,., c t ( ( -(S,).
01"
K1 !3 (0 = -j -2 c t q. : '2
In Equations 3"57 and 358, 111 3 (.) i and 111 (. are I lankel functions of the first and





Ali(-qe"•'2 ) = j2/(V q ) (e--)112' (-eJ -13 )1/2 ec -.;ý6




Substituting Equation 36(1 into Lquation Seo1 gives
k 12 Y " (1) 2
= • ) -7- (+ )(32
= h1 (q)
where it, ý(i) is tile modified I lankel Iunction of' the first kind of order one-tihird and is
defincd as [Rof 5]
h1(q (2 32)"! II,, • (!•' A. : 1.,,3)-
To derive an expression for k. (q), the A.iry futnction. .( - q). can be c,,prcsscd as
[Ref. 4]
.li( -q 1) Y2 + / 77 2 0643
From LEJuation 1-13.
- (q) = 2(12)• e. /I` -q) (365)
Substituting Equation 3164 into 365 leads to
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k: (q) = (q2 ' ,"-"' " . 11 (,:
+ c - j 1 , (1 '3)] S3
--- ( __ c i , [1 i3 (21 ) 3 " ( .+ +) 1 11 n •. (2 (320)
-= " q '~1 11113 (1q32
3(;2 42 !3 11: 3 3:( + -
I11061
where h. (a~ k the modified I lankel tunction of the second kind ul order one-third and
is defined as [Rcf 5J
( -( ) , "-,( ' -,:h2 ( '2 (! T q3 z t-
I13 Y2)I '
or lare. (q) i the lhnkel function can be approximatcd Iw the lead in.ns term of its an-
ymptotic expansion. That is lRfct -4].
lt)s • (q) (,- exp ' - , (36 S)
- < ar < <
and
11 •( (() 2 -[()]6 (369)
-, < arg(q) < 77
11Is
' i•AWerf C.
121: ( ) l cx 2(4 3 -2I ;
T"', -12
3 < ar q) < 47
To obtain the a xymptotic expansion Ior kL(qt . it is more convenient to ex\1ress /,.,, in
rms of 11 1 u rom Lnations 356 and 35S.
/• (l 2--÷ ,. (2 .)2'
"ihus.
Ai(- q) = -
Substitute l~quation 372 into 365 2iVC•
(.T)
"4 -•2 " (• , q _, ( i"
A• a =( c - v' .. . (e q 3212 3 I'
r(q) = - ( q 3:2)112 7 h(2) ( q 3;22 e i) 7i (37)
From Yquation 369 and 373, the asymptotic cxpansion for I, (q) is
q (1 q3211 1.2 ( 2-j 2 q3; 5-
o a rL-~j < 2-,,
APPENDIX B. SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF INPLi[ AND OUTPUT FILES


























0. 000000 zi[ O0
0. 000000 zim[ O0
0. 000000 zigab[ 0]
0.020000 zi[ 1]
-0.400000 zim[ 1]
0. 000000 zigab[ 1]
0.040000 zI[ 2]
-0. 550000 zim[ 2]
0. 000000 zigabJ 2]






0. 251000 zi[ 5]
-0. 940000 zim[ 5]
0. 000000 zigab[ 5]
0. 631000 zi[ 6]
-1. 100000 zim[6]
0. 000000 zigab[ 6]
1. 259000 zi[ 7]
121
-1. 170000 zim[ 7]
0. 000000 zigab[ 7]
2.000000 zji 8]
-1. 180000 zim[8]




5. 012000 zi[ 10]
-1. 010000 zim[ 10]
0. 000000 zigab[ 10]
7.943000 zi[11]
-0. 750000 zim[ 11]
0. 000000 zigab[ 11]
12. 589000 zi[ 12]
-0. 270000 zim[ 12]
0. 000000 zigab[ 12]
19.953000 zi[ 131
0.550000 zim[ 13]
0. 000000 zigab[ 13]
25. 119000 zi[ 14]
1. 140000 zim[ 14)
0. 000000 zigab[ 14]
31. 623000 zi[ 15]
1. 900000 zim[ 15]
0. 000000 zigab[ 15]
50.000000 zi[ 161
4.069000 zim[ 16]
0. 000000 zigab[ 16]



























0. 000000 zi[ 0]
0. 000000 zim[ 01
0. 000000 zigab[ 0]
0.0-2,o00o zi~j ]
0. 400000 zimn[ 1
0. 000000 zigab[ 1]
0.-040000 zi[ 2]
-0. 550000 zim[ 2]
0. 000000 zigab[ 2]
0. 079000 zi[ 3]
-0. 700000 zin4 3]
0. 000000 zigab[ 3]
0.156000 zit4l
-0. 850000 zirn[ 4]
0.000000 zigab[4]
0. 251000 zi[5]
-0. 940000 zim[ 5]
0. 000000 zigab[ 5]
0. 631000 zi[ 6]
-1. 100000 zim[ 6]
0. 000000 zigab[ 6]
1. 259000 zi[ 7]
-1. 170000 zim[* ;]
0. 000000 zigab[ 7]
2. 000000 zi[ 8]
-1. 180000 zim[ 8]




5. 012000 zi[ 10]
-1. 010000 zim[ 10]
0. 000000 zigab[ 10]
7. 943000 zi[ 11]
-0. 750000 zim[l1]]
0.000000 zigab[ 11]
12. 589000 zi[ 12]
-0. 270000 zirn[ 12]
0. 000000 zigab[ 12]
19. 933000 zi[ 13]
0. 550000 zim[ 13]
0. 000000 zigab[ 13]
25. 119000 zi[ 14]
1. 140000 zim[ 14]
0. 000000 zigabl 14]
31.-623000 zi[ 15]
1. 900000 zimf 15]
0. 000000 zigab[ 15]
50. 000000 zil 16)
4. 069000 zim[ 16]
0. 000000 zigab[ 16]
9 nrmode









********Sample printout for 9ghz02m. out********
1
frequency = 9600.0000 mhz
horizontal polarization
maximum mode attenuation rate = 5.0000 db/km
seawater temperature = 15.0000 degrees celsius
seawater salinity = 35.0000 grams salt/kg seawater
dielectric constant of seawater = 80.8869
conductivity of seawater = 4.6400 sium
rms surface bump height = .2500 meters
iflagb = 1
air temperature = .0000 degrees celsius
relative himidity = .0000 percent
liquid water concentration in air = .0000 grams/meter**3
M( .0000 ) = .0000 M-units
gab( .0000 ) = .0000 db/km
tropospheric modified refractivity profile
z m(z) gab(z) dm/dz d(gab)/dz
(meters) (m-units) (db/km) (m-units/meter) ((db/km)/meter)
.0000 .0000 OOOOOD+00 -20.0000 OOOOOD+00
0200 -. 4000 OOOOOD+00 -7.5000 OOOOOD+00
0400 -. 5500 00000D+00 -3.8462 00000D+00
.0790 -. 7000 OOOOOD+00 -1.8987 OOOOOD+00
1580 -. 8500 OOOOOD+00 -. 9677 OOOOOD+00
.2510 -. 9400 OOOOOD+00 -. 4211 OOOOOD+00
6310 -1. 1000 OOOOOD+00 -. 1115 OOOOOD+00
1.2590 -1.1700 OOOOOD+00 -. 0135 OOOOOD+00
2.0000 -1.1800 OOOOOD+00 .0454 OOOOOD+00
3.9810 -1.0900 OOOOOD+00 .0776 OOOOOD+00
5.0120 -1.0100 OOOOOD+00 .0887 OOOOOD+00
7.9430 -. 7500 OOOOOD+00 .1033 00000D+00
12.5890 -. 2700 OOOOOD+00 .1114 OOOOOD+00
19.9530 .5500 OOOOOD+00 .1142 OOOOOD+00
25.1190 1.1400 OOOOOD+00 .1169 OOOOOD+00
31.6230 1.9000 OOOOOD+00 .1180 OOOOOD+00
50.0000 4.0690 OOOOOD+00
124
start search for modal eigenvalues *****
tmesh= 1.67984D-03 tol= 1.OOOOOD-04
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 0.00D+00 tright= 2.69D-01
ttop = 1.68D-01 tbot = -1. OOD-04
qeigen( 1) = 8.24071D-03 6.91738D-02
qeigen( 2) = 5.55116D-02 5.32482D-02
qeigen( 3) = 2.10278D-01 1.35783D-01
qeigen( 4) = 1.39442D-01 9.72569D-02
qeigen( 5) = 7.68261D-02 6.70882D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= -2.69D-01 tright= 0.00D+0
ttop = 1.68D-01 tbot = -I.OOD-04
qeigen( 1) = -1.26956D-01 1.63761D-01
qeigen( 2) = -9.29119D-02 1.23124D-01
qeigen( 3) = -4. 14322D-02 8.94779D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= -5.38D-01 tright= -2.69D-01
ttop = 1.68D-01 tbot = -I.O0D-04
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= -8.06D-01 tright= -5.38D-01
ttop = 1.68D-01 tbot = -1. OOD-04
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 2.69D-01 tright= 5.38D-01
ttop = 1.68D-01 tbot = -1.OOD-04
qeigen( 1) = 2.86459D-01 1.65809D-01
zeros found in expanded search rectwngle defined by
tleft= 5.38D-01 tright= 8.06D-01
ttop = 1.68D-01 tbot = -1.OOD-04
1 25
zeros founu in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 8.06D-01 tright= 1.08D+00
ttop = 1.68D-01 tbot -1.OOD-04
***~* modal eigenvalues nrmode= 9 *****
mode eigenvalue theta atnu db/km
1 -1.26956D-01 1.63763D-01 1.16912D-03 2.38566D-03 4.8743D+00
2 -9.29119D-02 1.25124D-01 1.03533D-03 2.05835D-03 3.7243D+00
3 -4.14322D-02 8.94779D-02 9.86784D-04 1.54436D-03 2.6633D+00
4 8. 24071D-03 6.91738D-02 1.15188D-03 1.02280D-03 2.0589D+00
5 5.55116D-02 5.32482D-02 1.50185D-03 6.03859D-04 1.5849D400
6 7.68261D-02 6.70882D-02 1.74517D-03 6.54734D-04 1.9969D+00
7 1.39442D-01 9.72569D-02 2.29575D-03 7.21529D-04 2..8948D+00
8 2.10278D-01 1.35783D-01 2.80081D-03 8.25696D-04 4.0415D+00
9 2.86459D-01 1.65809D-01 3.24286D-03 8. 70843D-04 4'.9353D+00
*******Sample printout for 9ghzO2m.plt********
3 1 2
frequency = 9600.0000 mhz
18.5 48.0 46.0 52.90 61.21 84.54 76.23 56.5
18.5 48.0 53.0 69.58 73.08 67.86 64.36 58.6
27.8 48.0 46.0 2.17 38.48 138.80 102.48 56.5
27.8 48.0 53.0 19.57 43.39 121.39 97.57 58.6
37.0 48.0 46.0 3.41 22.15 140.05 121.31 56.5
37.0 48.0 53.0 2.69 25.91 140.77 117.55 58.6




























0. 000000 zim[ 01
0. 000000 zigab( 0]
0.040000 zifi]
-3. 900000 zim[ 1]
0. 000000 zigab[ 1]
0.1200000 zi! 2]
-5.340000 ziml 21
0. 000000 zigabf 2]
0.2100000 zi.[3]
-6. 400000 zinif 3)




0. 794000 zif 5]
-8.490000 zim[S]
0. 000000 zigib[ 3]
1.5385000 zif 6]
-9.470000 zirn(61
0. 000000 zigalh[ 6]
3. 162000 zif 71
-10. 350000 zim[ 7]
0. 000000 zigah[ 71
6. 310000 zif 8]
-11. 040000 zirnf 8]
0. 000000 zigab[ 8]
12. 589000 zi[ 9]
-11. 320000 ziin[ 9]
0. 000000 zigab[ 9]
14. 000000 zi[ 101
-11. 330000 zini[ l0
0. 000000 zigabf 10]
25. 119000 zif 11]
-10. 870000 zim[ 111
0. 000000 zigab[ 11]
39. 811000 zil 12]
-9. 750000 zim[ 12]
0. 000000 zigab[ 12]
50. 119000 zi[ 13]
-8. 820000 zirnl 13]
0. 000000 zigab[ 13]
63. 096000 zi[ 141
-7. 560000 zim( 141
0. 000000 zigab( 14]
79. 433000 zif 15]
-5. 880000 ziin[ 115]





12. r$.-06 zi' 173
-0. 800000 zim[ 17]
0. 000000 zlgab[ 17]
158. 489000 zi[ 18]
2. 920000 zim[ 181
0. 000000 ziab[ 18]
199. 526000 zi[ 19]
7. 690000 zim[ 19]
0. 000000 zigab[ 19)
209. 526000 zi[20]
8.870000 zim[20]
0. 000000 zigab[ 20]


























0. 000000 zi[ O]
0. 000000 zim[ O]
0.000000 zigab[O]
0. 040000 zi[ 1]
-3. 900000 zim[l)
0. 000000 zigab[ 1]
0. 100000 zi[ 2]
-5. 340000 zim[2]
0.000000 zigab[2]
0. 200000 zi[ 3]
-6. 400000 zim[ 3]
0. 000000 zigab[ 3]
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0. 398000 zi[ 41
-7.4610000 zim[4]
0. 000000 zigab[ 4]
v3. 7 'j 4 C ý ILj
-8. 490000 zim[ 5]
0. 000000 zigib[ 5]
1. 58-5000 zij b]
-9. 470000 zi'nf 6]
0. 000000 zigab[ 6,
3. 162000 zij 7]
-10. 350000 zim[ 71
0. 000000 zigab[ 7]
6.310000 zi[8]
-11. 040000 zim[ 8]
0. 000000 zigab[ 8]
12. 589000 zi[ 9]
-11.320000 zim[9]
0. 000000 zigab[ 9]
14. 000000 Zi[ 10]
-11. 330000 zin[ 101
0. 000000 zigabl 101
23. 119000 zi[ 311
- 10. 870000 zin[ 11]
0. 000000 zigab( 111
39.811000 zi[12]
-9. 750000 zirn[ 12]
0. 000000 zigab( 12]
50. 119000 z~i[13]
-8. 820000 zin[ 13]
0. 000000 zigab[ 13]
63. 096000 zi[ 14]
-7. 560000O zirn[ 14]
0. 000000 zigab[ 14]
79. 433000 zi[ 15)
-5. 880000 zim[ 13]
0. 000000 zigab[ 13]
100. 000000 zil 16]
-3. 670000 zim[ 16]
0. 000000 zigab[ 16]
125. 893000 zi[ 17]
-0. 800000 zin[ 171
0. 000000 zigabl 17]
158. 489000 zi[ 18]
2. 920000 ziml 18]
0. 000000 zigab[ 18]
199. 526000 zi[ 19]
7. 690000 zim[ 19]
0. 000000 zigabi 19]
209. 526000 zi[ 201
8. 870000 zim[ 20]
0. 000000 zigab[ 20]
94 nrrnode
(-1. 141392174382303E-001,2. 381981532549529E-002) [1]
(-9. 791475196101274E-002,2. 146753762359050E-002) [2]
(-8. 353759867 176463E-002,1. 997153241435371E-002) 13]






(-5. 54195607114792.5E-003,1.540239335815212E-002) [ 10]
(3. 5513218437/05835E-003,1. 518851207972415E-002) [11]
(1. 2)75397200580210E-002, 1. 460556299546134E-002) [12](2. 18270748508862.7E-002,1.455854335720260E-002) [131
(3. 011306010124748E-002,1. 427613140712134E-002) [14]
(3. 842&80334+2065884E-002,1. 36589230666012.6E-002) [15]
(4. 6943726555472&60E-002,1. 365320803509313E-002) 116]
(5. 485441606530146E-002, 1. 36509092392449371E-00'2) [17]
(6. 227012336327741E-002,1. 336276100865187E-002) [181
(7. 029778501629384E-002,1. 282089227646639E-002) [19]
(7. 803056175576653E-002,1. 285572220605075E-002ý) [20]
(8. 555171301174155E-002,1. 287860792288040E-002) [21]
(9. 226312048960586E-002, 1. 278978888881959E-002) 122]
(9. 940292680300993E-002,1. 210154187763285E-002ý) [231
(1.068485002790371E-001,1.208486102139816E-002) [24]
(1. 1382ý52-208858628E-001,1. 19544+412ý1483925E-002) [25S]
(1. 2077363008287i56E-001,1. 220952877564303E-002) [26]
(1. 27009473ý'P8!2559E-001,1. 2)223844971715726E-002) [27]j
(1. 334153343077380E-00 , 1. 139138ýO7344ý5942'-6E-002) 1[281
(L.403978164901863E-001,1. 116571468633296F,-002) t29]
(1. 467611452238766E-001,1. 129961336802001E-002') [30]
(1. 534013614885507E-001,1. 1165438664'155"48E-002ý) [3.11
(1. 596149004805981E-001,1. 136779885138012E-002) [ 32]
(1. 652780520579286E-0O1,1. 153156478829780E-002) [33]
(1.709314646617846E-001,1.066116492781759E-002.) [34]
(1. 772646284812436E-001,1. 023671860551962ýE-002) [35]
(1. 836482895835790E-001, 1. 049763117145163E-002) [361
( 1. 89172880571084+8E-001,1. 025773869961451E-00-") [3 7]
(1.951501729145819E-001,1.007563477610222E-002.) [38]
(2.006781595657978E-001,1.041321459422.345E-002) [39]
(2. 059566903740310E-001, 1. 043172189566190E-002) [40]
(2. 106263141043572E-001,9.92642864007-5490E-003) [41]
(2. 157518751516274E-O01,8. 798215719693539E-003) [42]
(2. 213117492755677E-001,9.01502-4671611194E-003) [43]
(2. 273294238073336E-001,8. 321071087819404E-003) 144]
(2. 303987147631242E-001,1. 185554142465963E-003) [451
(2. 318960198770044E-001,8.464799970637166E-003) [46]
(2. 348881611845628E-001,7. 88232184+7941567E-003) [47]
(2. 402844396949530E-001,8. 719487-457459410E-003) [48]
(2.455147471247609E-O01,9.692237120376304E-003) [49]
(2. 499562362348160E-0Q1, 1. 010888147000029E-002) [501
(2. 545987673232816E-001, 1. 010149239614689E-002) [51]
(2.600542439477720E-001,1.049907356151861E-002.) [52]
(2. 662691013974199E-001,1. 044438363485770E-002) [53]
(2. 726418617644147E-O01,1. 092098859083637E-002) [54]
(2. 787900254603262E-001,1. 175196099261803E-002) [55]
(2.849476164544477E-O01,1.227969492073188E-002) [561
(2.913747922726816E-001,1.246149094591169E-002) [57]
(2. 980151522337324E-001,1. 329730594318235E-002ý) [58]
(3. 042875049575047E-O01,1. 319657577519411E-00'2) [59]
(3. 113767357254904E-001,1. 314377702678184E-00-2) [60]
(3. 187819780335167E-0011,l.333680648010814E-002-) [61]
(3. 264578839391167E-001,1. 384739430048-ý39E-002) [62]
(3. 33811-2497216490E-001 , 1.464'18674741700SE-002) 163]
(3. 41U.941,otbU4o,26E-0091 , 1.490152638527356E-002) [64]
(3. 487 67'7 2 7008t)09 1E-00 I, 1. 524482539938137E-002) 165]
(3. 563811238953353E-001,1. 5513530.21082856F-002) [66]
(3. 643646265942.29OE-001,1. 538942161737147E-002) [67]
(3. 7297/75181063331E-O01,1. 559989625580370E-002) [68]
(3. 814931085621074E-001,1. 61860596668329OE-002) [691
(3. 89689 142-5944480E-001 ,1. 689462812245438E-002ý) [ 70-
(3. 9803190339'432ý61E-001,1. 71404772432052ý4E-002) [71]
(4. 067283853697590E-001,1. 729643131530817E-002) [72]
(4. 154949"433609382E-001,1. 751352926449171E-002) [ 73]
(4. 246400421526860E-001,1. 750551050950182E-002) [74]
(4. 341831113214738E-00l,1. 7890)424U1852184E-002) [75]
(4. 4351475314'19498E-001,1. 866150403101799E-00-2) [76]
(4. 525289981946153E-001 ,1. 909787541066863E-002) [77]
(4.618630098;407780E-001,l.9192-6073ý3082-309E-002) [78]
(4. 716181770:15-'394E-001,1. 927318684881558E-0021) [79 ]
(4. 81502043 '29'442?05E-001,l. 952391397029549E-002) [63]
(4. 91730'4699196995-'E-001,1. 972766534431011.E-002) [81]
(5. 02ý022ý5407049786E-001,2. 044077417123271E-002ý) [82]
(5. 118?52276793764E-001,2. 102681760869346E-0021) [83]
(5. 218;48685680153E-001,2. 102179462275660E-002-) [84]
(5. 3-4815199710420'E-001,2. 111602176832850E-002) [85]
(5. 432-604196740195E,-001,2l-. 136847129075478E-002) 186]
(5. 541811165125796E-001,2. l72276354461229E-002 ') [87]
(5. 6518324954+10506E-001,2. 227384315438282E-002) [8&]
(ý5. 7586882"'7777175E-001,2.293313938401881E-002.) [89]
(5. 86653340SO-29618E-001.2. 286336319718634F-002) [90]
(5.981376451733623E-001.,2.2.92-879795570507E,-002) [91]
(6. 097267273993461E-001,2. 326416356305734E-002) i92]
(6. 213712082142159F.-001,2).370559660462316E-002) [9"]
(6. 330414592077d247E-00l,2.42676162464302-6E--002) [94]
"****-"-Sampl1e printout for 9ghzl14m.ou ****
1
frequency =9600. 0000 mhiz
horizontal polarization
maximum mode attenuation rate =2. 1000 db/km
seawater temperature = 15. 0000 degrees celsius
seawater salinity = 35. 0000 grams salt/kg seawater
dielectric constant of seawater = 80. 8869
conductivity of seawater =4. 6400 sulm
rms surface bump height =. 2500 meters
iflagb = 1
air temperature =.0000 degrees celsius
relative himidity =. 0000 percent
liquid water concentration in air =.0000 grams/meter**e3
M 0000 )=. 0000 in-units
gab( .0000 )=.0000 db/km
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tropospheric modified refractivity profile
z m(z) gab(z) dm/dz d(gab)/dz
(meters) (m-units) (db/km) (m-units/meter) ((db/km)/meter)
.0000 .0000 00000D+00 -97.5000 .00000D+00
.0400 -3.9000 .0000D+00 -24.0000 OOOOOD+00
1000 -5.3400 00000D+00 -10.6000 00000D+00
.2000 -6.4000 .00000D+00 -5.3535 00000D+00
.3980 -7.4600 .00000D+00 -2.6010 OOOOOD+00
.7940 -8.4900 .00000D+00 -1.2389 .00000D+00
1.5850 -9.4700 00000D+00 -. 5580 .00000D+00
3.1620 -10.3500 00000D+00 -. 2192 .00000D+00
6.3100 -11.0400 .00000D+00 -. 0446 OOOOOD+00
12.5890 -11.3200 .0000OD+00 -. 0071 .00000D+00
14.0000 -11.3300 .00000D+00 .0414 .00000D+0025.1190 -10.8700 000-0D+00 0762 00000D+00
39.8110 -9.7500 00000D+00 0902 .000001)+00
50.1190 -8.8200 O0000D+00 .0971 O0000D+00
63.0960 -7.5600 .00000D+00 .1028 .00000D+00
79.4330 -5.8800 -00000D+00 .1075 00000D+00
100.0000 -3.6700 .00000D+00 .1108 .000001+00
125.8930 -. 8000 OOOOOD+00 .1141 .00000D+00
158.4890 2.9200 00000D+00 .1162 .00000D+00
199.5260 7.6900 OOOOOD+00 .1180 .00000D+00
209.5260 8.8700 OOOOOD+00
*** start search for modal eigenvalues *
tmesh= 5.84278D-04 tol= 5.84278D-05
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 1.87D-01 tright= 2.80D-01
ttop 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = 1.89173D-01 1.02577D-02
qeigen( 2) = 2.10626D-01 9.92643D-03
qeigen( 3) = 2.30399D-01 1.18555D-03
qeigen( 4) = 2.34888D-01 7.88232D-03
qeigen( 5) = 2.78790D-01 1.17520D-02
qeigen( 6) = 2.72642D-01 1.09210D-02
qeigen( 7) = 2.66269D-01 1.04444D-02
qeigen( 8) = 2.60054D-01 1.04991D-02
qeigen( 9) = 2.54599D-01 1.01015D-02
qeigen( 10) = 2.49956D-01 1.01089D-02
qeigen( 11) = 2.45515D-01 9.69224D-03
qeigen( 12) = 2.40284D-01 8.71949D-03
qeigen( 13) = 2.31896D-01 8.46480D-03
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qeige:n( 14) = 2.27329D-01 8.32107D-03
qeig@ii( 15) = 2.213i2D-01 9.01502D-C'3
qeigen( 16) = 2.15752D-01 8.79822D-03
qeigen( 17) = 2.05957D-01 1.04317D-02
qeigen( 18) = 2.00678D-01 1. 0413?D-02
qeigen( 19) = 1.95150D-01 1.00736D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 9.35D-02 tright= 1.87D-01
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = 9.94029D-02 1.21015D-02
qeigen( 2) = 1.13825D-01 1.19544D-02
qeigen( 3) = 1.7095ID-01 1.06612D-02
qeigen( 4) = 1.83648D-01 1.04976D-02
qeigpn( 5) = 1.77265D-01 1.02367D-02
qeigen( 6) = 1.65278D-01 1.15316D-02
qeigen( 7) = 1.59615D-01 1.13678D-C2
qeigen( 8) = 1.5340ID-01 1. 11654D-02
qeigen( 9) = 1.46761D-01 1.12996D-02
ýeigen( 10) = 1.40398D-01 1. 11657D-02
qeigen( 11) = 1.33415D-01 1.13914D-02
qeigen( 12) = 1.27009D-01 1.22238D-02
qeigen( 13) = 1.20774D-01 1.220951-02
qeigen( 14) = 1.06849D-01 1.20849D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 0.00D+00 tright= 9.35D-02
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = 3.55132D-03 1.51885D-02
qeigen( 2) = 3.84280D-02 1.36589D-02
qeigeu( 3) = 9.2263ID-02 1.27898D-02
qeigen( 4) = 8.55517D-02 1.28786D-02
qeigen( 5) = 7.80306D-02 1.28557D-02
qeigen( 6) = 7.02978D-02 1.28209D-02
qeigen( 7) = 6.22701D-02 1.33628D-02
qeigen( 8) = 5.48544D-02 1.36509D-02
qeigen( 9) = 4.69437D-02 1.36532D-02
qeigen( 10) = 3.01131D-02 1.42761D-02
qeigen( 11) = 2.18271D-02 1.45585D-02
qeigen( 12) = 1.27540D-02 1.46056D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= -9.35D-02 tright= 0.OOD+00
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = -8.35376D-02 1.99715D-02
qeigen( 2) = -4.65663D-02 1.72812D-02
qeigen( 3) = -5.54196D-03 1.54024D-02
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qeigen( 4) = -1.54690D-02 1.57166D-02
qeigen( 5) = -2.52774D-02 1.62835D-02
qeigen( 6) = -3.53533D-02 1.66336D-02
qeigen( 7) = -5.8i423D-02 1.80677D-02
qeigen( 8) = -7.03978D-02 1.88961D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= -1.87D-01 tright= -9.35D-02
ttop 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = -9.79148D-02 2.14675D-02
qeigen( 2) = -1. 14139D-01 2.38198D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
t~eft= -2.80D-01 tright= -1.87D-01
ttop 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= -3.74D-01 tright= -2.80D-01
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 2.80D-01 tright 3.74D-01
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = 3.72978D-01 1.55999D-02
qeigen( 2) = 3.64365D-01 1.53894D-02
qeigen( 3) = 3.56381D-01 1.55135D-02
qeigen( 4) = 3.48768D-01 ;1.52448D-02
qeigen( 5) = 3.41094D-01 1.49015D-02
qeigen( 6) = 3.33811D-01 1.46419D-02
qeigen( 7) = 3.26458D-01 1.38474D-02
qeigen( 8) = 3.18782D-01 1.33368D-02
qeigen( 9) = 3.11377D-01 1.31438D-02
qeigen( 10) = 3.04288D-01 1.31966D-02
qeigen( 11) = 2.98015D-01 1.32973D-02
qeigen( 12) = 2.91375D-01 1.24615D-02
qeigen( 13) = 2.84948D-01 1.22797D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 3.74D-01 tright= 4.67D-01
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = 4.61863D-01 1.91926D-02
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qeigen( 2) = 4.52529D-01 1.90979D-02
qeigen( 3) = 4.43515D-01 1.86615D-02
qeigcn( 4) = 4.34183D-01 1.78904D-02
qeigen( 5) = 4.24640D-01 1.75055D-02
qeigen( 6) = 4.15495D-01 1.75135D-02
qeigen( 7) = 4.06728D-01 1.72964D-02
qeigen( 8) = 3.98032D-01 1.71405D-02
qeigen( 9) = 3.89889D-01 1.68946D-02
qeigen( 10) = 3.81493D-01 1.61861D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 4.67D-01 tright= 5.61D-01
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = 5.54181D-01 2.17228D-02
qeigen( 2) = 5.43260D-01 2.13685D-02
qeigen( 3) = 5.32482D-01 2.11160D-02
qeigen( 4) = 5.21895D-01 2.10218D-02
qeigen( 5) = 5.11825D-01 2.10268D-02
qeigen( 6) = 5.02023D-01 2.04408D-02
qeigen( 7) = 4.91730D-01 1.97277D-02
qeigen( 8) = 4.81502D-01 1.95239D-02
qeigen( 9) = 4.71618D-01 1.92732D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 5.61D-01 tright= 6.54D-01
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
qeigen( 1) = 6.44509D-01 2.47339D-02
qeigen( 2) = 6.33041D-01 2.42676D-02
qeigen( 3) = 6.21371D-01 2.37056D-02
qeigen( 4) = 6.09727D-01 2.32642D-02
qeigen( 5) = 5.98138D-01 2.29288D-02
qeigen( 6) = 5.86653D-01 2.28634D-02
qeigen( 7) = 5.75869D-01 2.29331D-02
qeigen( 8) = 5.65183D-01 2.22738D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 6.54D-01 tright= 7.48D-01
ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
2 modes found on same phase line
qeigen( 1) = 6.68467D-01 2.47500D-02
qeigen( 2) = 6.56153D-01 2.47347D-02
zeros found in expanded search rectangle defined by
tleft= 7.48D-01 tright= 8.41D-01
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ttop = 2.45D-02 tbot = -5.84D-05
2 modes found on same phase line
***** modal eigenvalues nrmode= 94 **.
mode eigenvalue theta atnu db/km
I -1. 14139D-01 2.38198D-02 3.47000D-04 3.36133D-03 2.0384D+00
2 -9.79148D-02 2.14675D-02 3.37466D-04 3.11498D-03 1.8371D+00
3 -8.35376D-02 1.99715D-02 3.39522D-04 2.88036D-03 1.7091D+00
4 -7.03978D-02 1.88961D-02 3.49316D-04 2.64885D-03 1.6170D+00
5 -5.81423D-02 1.80677D-02 3.66463D-04 2.41421D-03 1.5461D+00
6 -4.65663D-02 1.72812D-02 3.89814D-04 2.17081D-03 1.4788D+00
7 -3.58533D-02 1.66336D-02 4.23957D-04 1.92120D-03 !.4234D+00
8 -2.52774D-02 1.62835D-02 4.84349D-04 1.64625D-03 1.3935D+00
9 -1.54690D-02 1.57166D-02 5.67769D-04 1.35548D-03 1.3450D+00
10 -5.54196D-03 1.54024D-02 7.28131D-04 1.03582D-03 1.3181D+00
11 3.55132D-03 1.51885D-02 9.68348D-04 7.68051D-04 1.2998D+00
12 1.27540D-02 1.46056D-02 1.25460D-03 5.70059D-04 1.2499D+00
13 2.18271D-02 1.45585D-02 1.53413D-03 4.64688D-04 1.2459D+00
14 3.01131D-02 1.42761D-02 1.76251D-03 3.96631D-04 1.2217D+00
15 3.84280D-02 1.36589D-02 1.96946D-03 3.39607D-04 1.1689D+00
16 4.69437D-02 1.36532D-02 2.16626D-03 3.08626D-04 1.1684D+00
17 5.48544D-02 1.36509D-02 2.33540D-03 2.86226D-04 1.1682D+00
18 6.22701D-02 1.33628D-02 2.48351D-03 2.63474D-04 1.1435D+00
19 7.02978D-02 1.28209D-02 2.63465D-03 2.38289D-04 1.0972D+00
20 7.80306D-02 1.28557D-02 2.77370D-03 2.26958D-04 1.1001D+00
21 8.55517D-02 1.28786D-02 2.90271D-03 2.17257D-04 1. 1021D+00
22 9.22631D-02 1.27898D-02 3.01313D-03 2.07852D-04 1.0945D+00
23 9.94029D-02 1.21015D-02 3.12585D-03 1.89575D-04 1.0356D+00
24 1.06849D-01 1.20849D-02 3.23999D-03 1.82645D-04 1.0342D+00
25 1.13825D-01 1.19544D-02 3.34337D-03 1.75087D-04 1.0230D+00
26 1.20774D-01 1.22095D-02 3.44356D-03 1.73620D-04 1.0448D+00
27 1.27009D-01 1.22238D-02 3.53092D-03 1.69523D-04 1.0461D+00
28 1.33415D-01 1.13914D-02 3.61798D-03 1.54177D-04 9.7483D-01
29 1.40398D-01 1. 11657D-02 3.71101D-03 1.47335D-04 9.5552D-01
30 1.46761D-01 1.12996D-02 3.79399D-03 l.-'5841D-04 9.6698D-01
31 1.53401D-01 1. 11654D-02 3.87856D-03 1.40966D-04 9.5550D-01
32 1.59615D-01 1.13678D-02 3.95622D-03 1.40704D-04 9.7282D-01
33 1.65278D-01 1.15316D-02 4.02569D-03 1.40268D-04 9.8683D-01
34 1.70951D-01 1.06612D-02 4.09370D-03 1.27526D-04 9.1235D-01
35 1.77265D-01 1.02367D-02 4.16832D-03 1.20257D-04 8.7602D-01
36 1.83648D-01 1.04976D-02 4.24268D-03 1.21161D-04 8.9835D-01
37 1.89173D-01 1.02577D-02 4.30584D-03 1.16655D-04 8.7782D-01
38 1.95150D-01 1.00756D-02 4.37319D-03 1.12820D-04 8.6224D-01
39 2.00678D-01 1.04132D-02 4.43471D-03 1.14982D-04 8.9113D-01
40 2.05957D-01 1.04317D-02 4.49259D-03 1.13703D-04 8.9271D-01
41 2.10626D-01 9.92643D-03 4.54304D-03 1.06994D-04 8.4947D-01
42 2.15752D-01 8.79822D-03 4.59766D-03 9.37065D-05 7.5292D-01
43 2.21312D-01 9.01502D-03 4.65652D-03 9.48020D-05 7.7148D-01
44 2.27329D-01 8.32107D-03 4.71922D-03 8.63419D-05 7.1209D-01
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45 2.30399D-01 1.18555D-03 4.75019D-03 1.22215D-05 1.0146D-01
46 2.31896D-01 8.46480D-03 4.76638D-03 8.69643D-05 7.2439D-01
47 2.34888D-01 7.88232D-03 4.79691D-03 8.04647D-05 6.74540-01
48 2.40284D-01 8.71949D-03 4.85181L)-03 8.80035D-05 7.4619D-0149 2.45515D-01 9.69224D-03 4.90448D-03 9.67707D-05 8.29450-01
50 2.49956D-01 1.01089D-02 4.94869D-03 1.00029D-04 8.6509D-01
51 2.54599D-01 1.01015D-02 4.99440D-03 9.90411D-05 8.6445D-01
52 2.60054D-01 1.04991D-02 5.04766D-03 1.01853D-04 8.9848D-01
53 2.66269D-01 1.04444D-02 5.10756D-03 1.00134D-04 8.9380D-01
54 2.72642D-01 1.09210D-02 5.16837D-03 1.03472D-04 9.3458D-01
55 2.78790D-01 1.17520D-02 5.22643D-03 1. 10108D-04 1.0057D+00
56 2.84948D-01 1.22797D-02 5.28389D-03 1.13802D-04 1.0509D+00
57 2.91375D-01 1.24615D-02 5.34313D-03 1.14206D-04 1.0664D+00
58 2.98015D-01 1.32973D-02 5.40378D-03 1.20498D-04 1.1379D+00
59 3.04288D-01 1.31966D-02 5.46027D-03 1.18348D-04 1.1293D+00
60 3.11377D-01 1.31438D-02 5.52345D-03 1.16527D-04 1.12-'BD+00
61 3.18782D-01 1.33368D-02 5.58872D-03 1.16857D-04 1.3413D+00
62 3.26458D-01 1.38474D-02 5.65564D-03 1.19895D-04 1.18501)+00
63 3.33811D-01 1.46419D-02 5.719071-03 1.25368D-04 1.2530D+00
64 3.41094D-01 1.49015D-02 5.78111D-03 1.26222D-04 1.2752D+00
65 3.48768D-01 1.52448U-02 5.84578D-03 1.27702D-04 1.3046D+00
66 3.56381D-01 1.55135D-02 5.90923D-03 1.28557D-04 1.3276D+00
67 3.64365D-01 1.53894D-02 5.97497D-03 1.26126D-04 1.3170D+00
68 3.72978D-01 1.55999D-02 6.04515D-03 1.26366D-04 1.3350D+00
69 3.81493D-01 1.61861D-02 6.11381D-03 1.29642D-04 1.3852D+00
70 3.89889D-01 1.68946D-02 6.18078D-03 1.33851D-04 1.4458D+00
71 3.98032D-01 1.71405D-02 6.24497D-03 1.34403D-04 1.4668D+00
72 4.06728D-01 1.72964D-02 6.31279D-03 1.34169D-04 1.4802D+00
73 4.15495D-01 1.75135D-02 6.38044D-03 1.34413D-04 3.4988D+00
74 4.24640D-01 1.75055D-02 6.45021D-03 1.32898D-04 1.4981D+00
75 4.34183D-01 1.78904D-02 6.52228D-03 1.34320D-04 1.5310D+00
76 4.43515D-01 1.86615D-02 6.59206D-03 1.38626D-04 1.5970D+00
77 4.52529D-01 1.90979D-02 6.65873D-03 1.40447D-04 1.6344D+00
78 4.61863D-01 1.91926D-02 6.72700D-03 1.39711D-04 1.6425D+00
79 4.71618D-01 1.92732D-02 6.79763D-03 1.38840D-04 1.6494D+00
80 4.81502D-01 1.95239D-02 6.86847D-03 1.39196D-04 1.6708D+00
81 4.91730D-01 1.97277D-02 6.94101D-03 1.39179D-04 1.6883D+00
82 5.02023D-01 2.04408D-02 7.01331D-03 1.42723D-04 1.7493D+00
83 5.11825D-01 2.10268D-02 7.08148D-03 1.45402D-04 1.7994D+00
84 5.21895D-01 2.10218D-02 7.15075D-03 1.43959D-04 1.7990D+00
85 5.32482D-01 2.11160D-02 7.22286D-03 1.43161D-04 1.8071D+00
86 5.43260D-01 2.33685D-02 7.29558D-03 1.43428D-04 1.8287D+00
87 5.54181D-01 2.17228D-02 7.36854D-03 1.44363D-04 1.8590D+00
88 5.65183D-01 2.22738D-02 7.44134D-03 1.46577D-04 1.9062D+00
89 5.75869D-01 2.29331D-02 7.51138D-03 1.49509D-04 1.9626D+00
90 5.86653D-01 2.28634D-02 7.58133D-03 1.47679D-04 1.9566D+00
91 5.98138D-01 2.29288D-02 7.65513D-03 1.46674D-04 1.9622D+00
92 6.09727D-01 2.32642D-02 7.72892D-03 1.47398D-04 1.9909D+00
93 6.21371D-01 2.37056D-02 7.80238D-03 1.48781D-04 2.0287D+00
94 6.33041D-01 2.42676D-02 7.87532D-03 1.50898D-04 2.0768D+00
********Sample printout for 9ghzl4m. plt********
3 1 2
frequency = 9600.0000 mhz
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18.5 25.0 3.0 3.71 -. 11 133.73 137.55 27.7
18.5 25.0 10.0 -8.31 .94 145.74 136.49 33.6
27.8 25.0 3.0 1.66 -. 54 139.30 ]41.50 27.7
27.8 25.0 10.0 -1.61 .84 142.57 140.12 33.6
37.0 25.0 3.0 .08 -. 58 143.38 144.04 27.7
37.0 25.0 10.0 .85 .90 142.61 142.56 33.6
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